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This investigation constitutes a continuation of a program being
carried out in the Department of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineer-
ing under the auspices of the Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers. Work was started by Pittman and Rinehart in 1953 and their
thesis of May 19%. entitled "On Providing Uniform Edge Compressive Loads
for Wide Flat Plates" should be consulted in conjunction with this
thesis. This is necessary to obtain continuity of the work progressed
thus far.
The apparatus was designed by Pittman and Rinehart for use in a
300,000 pound tensile testing machine. This machine proved to be un-
stable at compressive loads above 5>0 5 000 pounds. Therefore, the original
apparatus was modified as follows: (l) the loading heads were connected
by 1" steel plates, (2) the load equalizing rams were also used to apply
the load to the test plate, reaction being through the heads such that
the 1" steel plates were in tension and (3) a load measuring system
consisting of load cells using electric resistance strain gages, the
cells being placed between ram and plate.
The test specimens were the plates procured by Pittman and Rinehart,
which represent one-quarter scale panels of 1020 steel such as are" used
on transversely framed ships.
The object was to compare the experimental results to the theoreti-
cal predictions, both for verification and for scale effects o Hitherto
there have been no experimental investigations of panels with aspec*
ratios of the plates to be tested.
As a result of the work thus far accomplished, the following general
conclusions are drawn %
1. No scale effect is apparent,
2. Initial curvature and eccentricity seriously affect the buckling
strength of a plate. The method of testing makes it difficult to
separate the two factors. Furthermore, extrapolating to elimi-




3. The predictions of Bleich are generally supported* However*,
some of the tests results were below theoretical values by as
much as UO/L
iio The surface condition of the plate is an important factor
affecting the results ° Data obtained from plate series having
unif ornij shallow pits as a result of shot-blasting showed a
marked degree of consistency compared to those having wide
variations of surface conditions..




(b) Initial plate curvature
(c) Load measuring instrumentation
(d) Speed of load application
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NOTATION
a --actual plate dimension in line with the applied load
b -unsupported length of plate between a edge supports
b ? -actual width of plate
1 -length of test specimen used to determine modulus of elasticity
t -pls.+.e thickness measure by micrometer
t' ~pla+ e thickness t less depth of pits
w -widt>n of test specimen used to determine modulus of elasticity
A -plate cross-«seetional area based on t and b
A" -plate cross-sectional area based on t 3 and b
E -modulus of elasticity
GF -gage factor
K -constant used to determine critical stress dependent on plate
dimensions and edge conditions
P -^applied load
*ult "Ultimate load carried by the plate
R -Huggenberger tensometer scale reading
^ -difference of strains on opposite faces at the center of the plate
£, -strain in top surface of plate as measured by top strain gage
<5a -strain in bottom surface of plate as measured by bottom strain gage




-unit load in plate called stress
Ocr -critical stress determined by various methods of data analysis or
by theoretical calculation
dp
-proportional limit of the material
0^ LT -maximum stress carried by plate during buckling test
V





The purpose of this investigation was to continue the research
project started by Pittman and Rinehart £"5> J. The Hull Structures
Committee of The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers is
sponsoriiv^, this project to provide experimental verification of the
theoretical buckling and ultimate strengths of plating panels commonly
used in the shells of transversely framed ships.
For the purposes of such experimental work, the framing behind the
shell plating of ships divides the plating into individual panels having
a variety of edge conditions B Each panel may be acted upon by direct
axial loads, shear forces s and/or moments along either or both edges » In
addition, the panels may be subjected to pressure forces normal to the
plane of the plate. Variables which affect the plate strength are:
(l) the plate length to thickness ratio; (2) the plate length to width
ratioi (3) the degree of plate edge rotational restraint; (U) the panel
boundary stiffness; (5>) the effect of non-uniform distribution of load.
It has been concluded by work already performed on this project [,$J
that small variations of the "uniformly" distributed load have no appre-
ciable effect on the buckling strength of the plate o
Bo Status of Project
The program as outlined by Pittman and Rinehart to carry out the
objectives of the sponsor is repeated below [5~]'.
Phase I - To make a survey of the literature relating to the
theoretical buckling and ultimate strengths and experimental work
thereon; to determine the ranges of parameters for which experi-
mental data was lacking or insufficient; and to find information
2

upon the effect and growth of unfairness ,
Phase II - To conduct buckling and ultimate strength tests for
uniaxial edge compression on plates of such dimensions as are
indicated by Phase I, with loaded and unloaded edges simply
supported.
Phase III - To conduct buckling and ultimate strength tests for
uniaxial edge compression on plates of such dimensions as are
indicated by Phase I, with unloaded edges simply supported and
loaded edges elastically restrained to varying degrees.
Phase IV - To design , build, and evaluate a test apparatus for the
accomplishment of Phases II and III,
Pittman and Rinehart completed Phase I. and started Phase II by
buckling one set of four plates. It was originally thought by the
authors that Phase IV had already been completed, since the work done
on Phase II was successful. Therefore, original plans for continuing
the investigation called for completion of Phase II, and preliminary
work in Phase III. However, the 300,000 pound test machine with which
the complicated plate jig was loaded proved to supply insufficient
lateral support, at other than low loads, thereby preventing the testing
of a majority of the plates. Therefore, the authors were forced to
design a 280^000 pound test machine using Pittman and Rinehart 3 s jig.
This task was successfully carried out, and plates of representative
size composing one-half of the contemplated series of Phase II have been
tested.
0" Literature Survey
In order to carry out as much of the research project as possible,
the collection and interpretation of work existing in the field of
-3-

investigation was accepted. No preliminary literature survey was carried
out, and only such literature that pertained to particular problems was
consulted.
D. Work Accomplished
In the previously designed test apparatus, sufficient lateral
restraint was lacking above approximately 50,000 pounds load, even
though considerable redesign was made of the lateral supports. A new
machine enjoying the original jig from head to head was designed and
built. The whole assemblage was laid on its side changing original
conditions by only a small amount (See Appendix B). A hydraulic load
and control system was selected which used the rams of the original jig.
A load measuring system composed of seven load cells was designed and
built to accuracy standards commensurate with the varying ultimate loads
expected.
Simply supported plates as listed in Table I were buckled and ul-
timate loads recorded. Bending data was taken at suitable increments of
load during each testo Only one plate of the 50-1/1; series was tested,





Dimensions of Plates Tested
a b** t a/t a/b
(in.) (in.) (in.) (in/in) (in/in)
10.188 U3-8 0,268 38.0 0.232
ii n 0.262 38.8 n
it ti 0.26U 38.6 11
u n 0.258 39.
k
tt
it it 0.222 U5.8 tt
n 32.8 0.226 U5.0 0.310
it it 0.229 Uk.h tt
it it 0.216 U7.1 11
it n 0.222 U5.8 11
it 21.9 0.222 n O.U65
n ti 0.211 U8.2 w
ti ti 0.211 tt it
it it 0.218 1+6.6 tt
ti U3o8 0.1^8 6U.U O.232
it tt 0.158 N it
tt « 0.158 It tt
it n 0.158 tt n
ti 32.8 0.161 63.2 0.310
it n 0.162 62.8 »
it it 0.158 6U.U N
it ti 0.158 it n
it 21.9 0.15U 66.1 O.U65
tt ti 0.15U it tt
n it 0.15U tt it



























Note? All plates cut from rolled ship plate of 1020 steel. Each thick-
ness cut from the same rolled plate, laid out in the same
direction.
* Plate designation numbers refer to nominal a/t - nominal a/b -
plate number.
## The nbn dimension (unsupported length of the plate) is the





The continuation of the plate buckling program presented various
problems. A means of measuring, applying, and controlling loads was
necessary to obtain the desired data. Furthermore, simple edge support
on all four edges had to be maintained; variations from uniform stress
distribution had to be minimized! all four plate edges had to be main-
tained in x.ne same plane j and eccentricities of plate loading had to be
minimized,, The insufficient lateral restraint provided by the original
apparatus necessitated reconsideration of all the above problems.
B. Lateral Restraint
Movement of the test plate and ballbearing raceways normal to the
applied load could not be prevented satisfactorily above £0,000 pounds
load in the apparatus as originally designed (jT]° For this reason, a
new rig was designed which eliminated the original 300,000 pound test
machine entirely. The new rig was set up on the newly built test bed in
the Ship Structures Laboratory of Building kl» By placing the original
rig on its side, it was easy to attain adequate restraint in all direc-
tions (see Fig. 27)°
The l8 tt wide-flange I-beams which served as test heads were pre-
vented from moving apart by connecting them with a system of bed plates
and stop plates which were bolted together., and which were in turn
bolted to the test bed. Movement of the test specimen normal to the load
was prevented by insertion of blocking between the ballbearing raceways





The original system for providing uniform load distribution was in-
herently capable of applying load. However, the limited travel of the
rams and the necessity for allowing for ram compression under load made
a system of gross adjustment of the distance between test heads necessary.
This was accomplished by drilling bolt holes in the bed plates so that
one set of stop plates could be moved in U" steps (see Fig. 27).
A con. promise was made about ram spacing. The minimum length of
plate which could be tested with seven rams was approximately 26". The
maximum length of plate tested was l|Lu25>" which necessitated a ram
spacing of six inches between centers (see Fig. l). Consideration of
load measuring sensitivity discussed in Section D meant that
s for low
buckling loads , the number of rams applying the load should be small.
Consideration of these requirements resulted in maintaining ram spacing
at six inches for all plates tested. All fourteen rams (seven on each
load edge) were used in buckling plate series U0-l/U 5 5>0-l/U, and 70-l/Ij..
Four end rams were inactivated and the remaining ten rams were used for
plate series 50-1/3 and 70-1/3. Four more end rams were inactivated and
the remaining six rams were used for plate sizes £0-i/2 and 70-1/2
.
Load was applied by using a Blackhawk P-182 electric hydraulic high
pressure pump (see Fig. 26). The pump was connected to the manifold of
one set of rams 5 that carrying the load cells* while the remaining set
of rams received the load indirectly through the test plate. The pump
was controlled by using the bypass valve for variable control, and the
needle valve for positive shut off.
The hardened steel loading bars were supported by loading bar



































the lower half of these clamps were used to avoid interference with the
electrical connections on the load cells. Extreme care was taken to
insure that the lines of action of both sets of rams were in the same
plane. This alignment was determined by using a spirit level on the ram
bodies and on a line joining the centers of the milled slots of the
hardened steel loading bars. On one occasion the top bed plates were
checked to assure that the rig was maintaining its planar configuration.
A six~foot steel straight edge was placed on the bed plates while
holding the load at 220^000 pounds. The bed plates were straight and
horizontal.
D. Load Measurement
Load cells placed between the ram heads and the hardened steel
loading bar of one set of rams provided a means of measuring the actual
load applied to the test specimen, exclusive of ram friction and re-
traction spring effects. The additional unsupported length necessary for
the load cells was compensated for by rigidly attaching the load cell to
the ram head, and by providing further lateral support to the ram bodies
(see Figs. 2? and 32).
Although several other systems were tried., the plate loadings were
measured by using only three electrically active load cells. Electrical
difficulties encountered in a seven load cell series-parallel system
necessitated the use of the three load cell system. (See Appendix E»)
The remaining load cells were used as ram extensions in the ten and
fourteen ram loading systems. Each load cell has two axial and two cir-
cumferential electric resistance strain gages arranged so as to give a
maximum strain reading for a given load. The corresponding gages of
each load cell were wired in series, and each set placed in the four
-9-

arms of a Wheatstone bridge so as to provide approximately 2.6 times the
sensitivity of a single axial gage. The series arrangement of gages
averaged the loads of the three center rams to which the active load
cells were attached. The external Wheatstone bridge was connected to a
Baldwin Strain Indicator (Type L) which was used with a gage factor
setting of 1„77 (the minimum) so as to give maximum sensitivity.
No attempt was made to correlate actual strain in the load cells
with total load since the effects of load distribution within the cell
were unknown.. The total load on the machine was derived from the load
cell strain by using calibration data. The three active load cells to-
gether with the rams to which they were to be attached were calibrated
on the 300.000 pound test machine (M.I.T. #1050 » During calibration^
the three rams and their load cells were placed on the 18" wide-flanfee
I-beam on the lower head of the test machine. One hardened steel
loading bar was laid on top of the load cells, and a l/2" round bar was
placed in the milled concavity of the loading bar to simulate the con-
centrated loading of the plate edge segments . The upper head had no
rams attached and consisted merely of the other l8n wide-flange I-beam.
No lateral restraint was applied or needed. The electrical system was
identical to that used for buckling plates.
The load cells were calibrated against the lJpO^OOO pound gage of
the 300c, 000 pound test machine. This gage is accurate to \/2% of total
load (7.H>0 pounds). These runs were made to maximum total loads of
95*000 pounds. Sizeable creep at high loads was eliminated by cycling
the load cells several times to maximum load. This creep at high loads
had to be removed before each series of plates tested since periods of
inactivity caused it to return. It was ascertained during calibration
10

tests that a repeatable strain indicator zero indicated that the creep
characteristic had been removed for a particular run. It was later de-
termined that the creep phenomenon did not return in any appreciable
amount for four hours (See Appendix E).
Some runs were made to £0 5 000 pounds total load to check load
measuring accuracy., Further runs were made up to 30., 000 pounds using
the testing machine J s 30,000 pound load gage to determine the charac-
teristics of the calibration curve near zero load. Data was sufficient-
ly linear to permit use of a simple ratio of 169U micro-inches per inch
for 9£js>000 pounds total loado Number one load cell was checked to
determine the effects of the load concentration., This load cell was not
one of those actually used for plate buckling tests, however.,
The hydraulic pressure in the ram system was recorded during the
calibration runs using a 10>,000 psi Blackhawk Z-720 pressure gage having
one division per 100 psi» This gage was connected to the hydraulic line
between the pump needle valve and the ram manifold*
Recalibration of the load cells after the plates were tested was
not carried out due to lack of time,, No difficulty is anticipated in
carrying this out at a later date.
Eo Test Preparation
All plates were ground down to the bottom of their pits on both
sides at the geometrical center to permit good adherence of strain gages
o
The plate surfaces near all edges were lightly ground to remove mill
scale « Two strain gages were glued to the plate on opposite sides of
the plate c s geometric center, oriented parallel to the applied loado
Plate thickness was measured by taking at least twenty random
samples with a Starrett #1*36 micrometer about l/2" in from all edges,,
//

Pit depth -was measured on both sides by using an Ames 88 dial indicator
equipped with a special sharpened point. The flatness of the plates was
determined by laying the plate against a vertical straight-edge <, and
measuring the maximum variation by using a ruler accurate to l/6U".
This measurement was called degree of unfairness and the curvature was
confirmed by eye to be a smooth arc except as noted. Overall plate
dimensions were checked by using a steel tape accurate to l/32% but
measurements determined by Pitt-man and Rinehart were actually used.
The plates were placed in the ball-bearing raceways concave down-
ward. The load bearing segments were affixed to the B-edges by using
single lengths of resin-core solder and spring steel shims as described
by Pittman and Rinehart, [j>j- The load bearing segments were loosely
shimmed concentrically5 but the size of shims required varied within
each plate series. Actual sizes were not recorded..
Before testing on a given day an 8 !l x 8" wide flange I-beam,
specially bracketed to withstand high loads* and with a one-inch round
bar attached to either flange to simulate test specimen conditions (see
Figs. 31 and 32)3 was inserted between the hardened steel loading bars.
Hardwood blocks were used to wedge the H~beam into proper alignment and
to prevent side sway. The test machine was then cycled a sufficient-
number of times to obtain a strain indicator zero, repeatable within 20
micro-inches per incho After cycling was completed., the H-beam was re-
moved and the union of the rams and load cells was checked for looseness-
The prepared test specimen was then carefully inserted into the
machine and pushed against the unretracted ramso The other pair of Un
I-beams were then inserted and the whole test specimen assembly was
aligned by the use of hardwood shims. For long plates which sagged due

to their own weighty a light wire sling attached to a chain fall was used
to lift them into alignment » The sling was cast off after sufficient
load had been applied to center the EUedges into the milled grooves of
the hardened steel loading bars (except for one test).
Except for the first plate tested, the two strain gages on the
plate were =ach connected to a separate Baldwin Strain Indicator. An
alternate switching system was used with a single strain indicator for
the first ..-ate. A 3" angle with one planed edge was used as a track
over the top two bed plates for a dial indicator* The dial indicator
was equipped with a 5W probe to take the deflection measurements of the
plate at the edge near the load cells. The deflection measurement system
was used for plate series £0-l/2.9 70-l/3 s 70-1/2, and 50-1/3-3.
F. Buckling Tests
Zeros were taken on all three strain indicators when retraction of
the rams showed no further change in the load strain indicator. Solder
gaskets were then set at some arbitrary proportion of total expected
buckling load. This averaged between 300 to 500 psi on the pressure
gage. New strain indicator zeros were then taken after the load was
released.
The load was applied by using a P-182 high-pressure electric pump
controlled by the by-pass valve. The "master" instrument was always the
load strain indicator. The galvanometer of this strain indicator pro-
vided a very sensitive indication for the pump operator. The other two
strain indicators were simultaneously and continuously balanced during
load application,, except where it- was physically impossible during the
latter part of each test. Here the time required for simultaneous
balance caused considerably more interruption in the smooth application
/3

of loado In one case 3 a run was made while allowing full yield at each
loading. Pump overheating prevented further employment of this method.
Test runs were discontinued and the ultimate loads recorded when
total load began to decrease. The rams were then retracted and the load
strain indicator zero recorded. In most cases
<>
plate strain gages were





Twenty-five plate specimens were tested to ultimate failure. The
ultimate loads are shown in Table II. The bending curves based on
applied load versus strain-difference are shown in Figures 2 through 8
in Section IV.
The failure of each plate was noted to be one noded in both a and
b directions.
Two strain gages were placed at the geometrical center of the
plate, one on each side, opposite each other* The difference of these





Result s of Buckling Tests
.ate Designation Young's Modulus Ultimate Load
(psi) (Kips)




50 -iA -1* it 101.3


























Plate ^lt ^r °~CT <?"cr <7Tr
Desig. (exp) (theor) (ToO.K.) (Donnell) (Southwell)
(Ksi) (Ksi) (Ksi) (Ksi) (Ksi)
UO-lA-1 16,22 21.15 15.1 17.5 17. h
2 15.39 20.15 lli.O 17.2 17.0
3 17.85 20.50 16.2 20.6 20.1
h 1U.17 19.55 10.9 16.7 16.8
5o-iA~U 10.1*3 ll*,l*8 9.8 11.8 11.8
50-1/3-1 1U.73 16.10 1U.0 15.6 llw7
2 12.81* 16.51 11.1* Hi.
2
1U.2
3 12.39 1U.70 11.7 12.3 11.8
k 11.67 15*52 10.1* 13.1 13.2
50-1/2-1 lii.83 19.18 13.1 15.5 15.2
2 17.71 17.31 16.6 18.2 I8.3
3 1U.19 17.31 13.7 16.1 16.2
U H*.l*2 18.1*8 13.1 17.1* 17.9
70-1A-1 5.1*1* 6.88 U.26 6.39 6.27
2 7.78 6.88 6.65 7.81 8.00
3 6.1*5 6.88 5.65 6.58 7.30
U 7-09 6.88 6.51 7.30 8.21
70-1/3-1 6.31+ 7.68 5.70 6.70 6.81
2 6.05 7.76 U.62 6.1*6 6.28
3 6.37 7.37 5.77 7.07 7.10
ii 7.05 7.37 6.31 7.20 7.13
70-1/2-1 IO.38 8.66 9.62 13.U 12.9
2 11.51 8.66 lOolO 13.6 13.5
3 11.27 8.66 10.30 13.5 13A






Plate tflat *~er <7~cr *Tr <*Tr
Desig. (exp) (theor) (T.O.K.) (Donnell) (Southwell)
(Ksi) (Ksi) (Ksi) (Ksi) (Ksi)
UO-l/U-1 18.75 15.81 17.U 20.3 20.1
2 18.16 1U.50 16,5 20.3 20.1
3 19.U8 17.20 17.6 22.5 21.9
h 15.27 16.90 11.8 17.9 18.0
50-iA-U i.. j. . i.t 12.72 10.5 12.6 12.6
$0=1/3-1 16.09 13.51 15.2 17.0 16.1
2 13.55 1U.87 12.0 lU.9 lh.9
3 13.22 12.90 12.5 12.5 13.1
1* 12.36 13.90 11.0 13.9 13.8
$0-1/2-1 16.1*0 15.72 LU.5 16.8 17.1
2 19.77 13.89 18.5 20.3 20.3
3 15.U6 1U.62 lU.9 17.6 17.6
U 15.21 16.50 13.8 l8.lt 18.9
70-lA-l 5.7U 6.22 U.50 6.72 6.61
2 8.19 6.22 7.01 8.20* 8.21*
3 6.79 6.22 5.95 7.00 7.70
U 7.1*8 6.22 6.87 7.69 8.67
70-1/3-1 6.59 7.10 5.92 6.97 7.08
2 6.22 7.38 U.75 6.61* 6.1*1*
3 6.62 60 8U $.99 7.3U 7.38
u 7.07 608U 6.56 7.1*8 7.39
70-1/2-1 10.93 7.77 10.1 11*.
1
13.6
£ 12.20 7.66 10.7 Ik.k il*»3
3 11.72 7.96 10.7 ll*.0 H*.0
u 13.87 7.78 12.5 15.8 16.2
/a-

IV . DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Ao General
The interpretation of any plate buckling data is a subject for con-
siderable discussion because of the large numbers of variables that may-
effect the plate critical strength. To aid in the proper evaluation of
results, ' h plate "was considered individually and bending curves drawn
(Figures £-8)<, These curves were analysed using the "top-of-the-knee"
method £5j »• obtain critical buckling stress. Donnell's and Southwell's
methods were also used to obtain another value of critical buckling stress
(Figures 8-20) » Theoretical buckling stresses using formulae from
Bleich and Ramsey [2j were calculated for each plate using experimental
values of the modulus of elasticity,. No plates of the series tested
had critical stresses in excess of the proportional limit so no cor-
rection for this factor was required.
Values of the ultimate stress, theoretical critical stress, and
interpreted experimental critical stresses are summarized in tables
II-B and C on the basis of average micrometer thickness and average
micrometer thickness minus measured pit depths. Donnell's and South-
well's method give approximately the same results with Donnell's being
easier to interpreto However, the results by this interpretation are
generally higher than the ultimate stress experienced. These methods
were devised for analysis of eccentrically loaded columns which do not
carry additional load after failure such as a plate may do even though
central elements have failed. Even though these methods correlate
better with theoretical calculations based on Bleich and Ramsey [_2^ 9




If all plate conditions were exactly as assumed, each plate of a
particular series would buckle at the same stress » Interpretation of
data by Donnell's and Southwell's methods are misleading. These methods,
devised for columns, give an analysis for determining critical load at
zero eccentricity. This eccentricity is the major cause of early
failure in columns. Using these analyses for wide plates gives poor
results, since simple column theory is not strictly applicable. The
interactic of several variables affects the data such that an analysis
based on eliminating eccentricity alone (assuming negligible effect from
the others) is felt to be inadequate and misleading. Since there are
several variables to be considered for each series, a simple comparison
by the wtop-of-the-knee" method is felt to be best suited. Percentage
comparison of results by this method based on Bleich and Ramsey's [2j
predicted results are listed in Table IV-B.
The intersections of the tangents in the T.O.K. method should have
a relationship within a given series. Similar plates with varying
eccentricity or initial deflections will behave such that the critical
load will decrease as the eccentricity or initial deflection increases.
The plot of the intersections should result in a curve which, when extra-
polated to the load axis., will give the critical load for zero eccen-
tricity and zero initial deflection* However, correlation by this method
was poor except as noted in section IV-C.
Bo Variations from Theoretical Conditions
In order to analyse each plate series separately, a summary of




1. Eccentricity of Loading
Eccentricity of loading was not eliminated in these tests but the
exact amount present was impossible to measure. The nature of the machine
should permit some repeatability of a given eccentricity in a particular
series by identical blocking and shimming. The direction of the opposing
forces was checked between runs by using a spirit level on the rams and
loading bars. No appreciable change in eccentricity was observed beyond
occasional loosening of the union of load cell and ram.
2. Initial Plate Curvature
Initial plate curvature has a similar effect as eccentric loading
in reducing critical buckling stress. Curvature in the long dimension
only would tend to increase critical stress. But curvature in the short
dimension will reduce the critical buckling stress by initiating early
bending. The first plate tested (UO-l/V-l) had no initial curvature and
buckled downward. Therefore, any plate with initial curvature was set
concave down to counteract the apparent eccentricity and to reduce the
initial curvature by sagging. It is felt that, to an extent, initial
curvature was used to offset eccentricity.
3. Uniform Distribution of Load
The actual loading on the plates depended on the ram spacing and
the stiffness of the hardened steel loading bar. The ram spacing chosen
was a compromise between sensitivity of load measuring and sufficient
points of load application to the hardened steel loading bar. Since
relative stiffness of the bar increased as the "b" dimension of the
plates was made shorter, it was felt that little could be gained from
moving the rams closer together.. (See Figure 1 for ram spacing.) Thus,
uniform edge loading was more closely attained for aspect ratios of l/U
-2/-

compared to those of l/2.
li„ Edge Rotational Restraint
As concluded previously £$J rotational restraint appears to be
negligible. Any restraint would tend to increase the critical buckling
stress. The results indicate no such effect and therefore edge rotation-
al restraint is considered as negligible.
5. Planeness of Edges
The < audition that all four edges of a plate remain plane is
essential to the theoretical development of the plate equation ^ll .
The short edges were forced to remain plane by the ball bearing raceways.
The sharp crease at the plate corners after being buckled in some of the
cases is testimony to this fact (see Table XVIII).
Doubt was felt about the "b" edges so measurements of lateral de-
flections were made at the load cell "b" edge during many of the tests.
Results indicate that the milled grooves in the loading bars forced the
b-edges to center up and straighten until the final stages of the test.
It is believed that the large bending of the plate just before failure
results in less lateral restraint from the milled groove of the loading
bar at the center of the "b" edges since the loading bar has some stiff-
ness. Therefore j it is concluded that poor shape of the "b" edges of
the buckled plates
s
especially in the small aspect ratios, occurred
during the very last part of the tests and did not materially effect
the results.
The fact that the load cell "b" edge showed greater distortion can
be attributed to inertia in the rams. Hydraulic pressure was applied
directly to this set of rams alone. Any load equalization among rams on
the parasite side would lag the load application side. It is therefore
-22-

concluded that future tests use an equalizing line between manifolds to
minimize any possible effect from this cause.
6. Effective Thickness
Plate surfaces varied considerably between series. The l/k n thick-
ness plates were in the worst shape since pitting and scale was general
and severe. Since such pitting and scale must reduce effective thick-
ness somewhat,, it was decided to make a gross comparison by considering
thickness to the bottom of all pits and compare results with those ob-
tained using micrometer thickness . Since test and theoretical values
are related by the cube of the thickness, the true thickness is highly
important and will be discussed by individual plate series.
C. Analysis by Plate Series (See Tables II, IV, and XVIII)
1. UO-lA (Figures 2, 21)
These plates buckled in a definite plastic hinge, failure occurring
with considerable suddenness. Correlation of critical buckling stress
determined by the "T-O-K" method with theoretical values on the basis of
t is poor.. Using t s as a basis, however, permits good correlation of
plates #1, 2. and 3» Plate #U shows early bending indicating eccentri-
city since the plate had no measurable curvature. An attempt was made
to extrapolate to zero eccentricity using the tangent intersections of
the T.O.K. curves but the points plotted erratically, making it im-
possible to obtain a critical stress at zero eccentricity.
Estimates of pit coverage are eye estimates only. Therefore, any
attempt to establish a true effective thickness is arbitrary. It is
concluded that inaccuracies in determination of thickness is the largest
variable in this series. Furthermore, values of critical buckling stress
based on t appear to be generally below theoretical predicted values
-23-

while use of t' gives better agreement between experimental and theore-
tical values.
2. 50-1A (Figures 8, 21)
This series contains but a single plate j hence there is little
value in the result. Thickness considerations do not appear to make
much difference o A complete series would be desirable, since the early
bending indicates that considerable eccentricity is present. Examination
of the cur,, of average strain at the center of the plate indicates a
decrease in strain at high load. This is probably because the loading
bar stiffness redistributes the load away from the center as the plate
buckles.
3. $0-1/3 (Figures 3 g 21)
The plates of this series show the effects of eccentricity and
initial curvature quite clearly. There appears to be an interplay of
the two effects in plate #1 and more particularly in plate #3 where the
plate attempted to buckle in one direction and reversed as the eccentri-
city forced it to buckle down. Since the initial curvature was up, it
may be concluded that whatever eccentricity is present increases with
load. This might be caused by elasticity in lateral restraint. This
increasing eccentricity tends to counteract initial curvature if the
plate is placed concave down. Initial curvature in plates #2 and #U
did not counteract eccentricity and plates behaved as eccentrically
loaded. Thickness considerations are also important here since pits
are deep and general. It may be concluded that plate #1 seems to balance
the effects of eccentricity and initial curvature so that considering a
possible reduction in effective thickness, the experimental value of
critical buckling stress agrees very well with that obtained by theory.
Z4

U. 50-1/2 (Figures U, 22)
In this series non-uniform distribution of load may be appreciable
since the effect of the loading bar stiffness appears on the average
strain curves fairly early» This effect is counteracted, however, since
bending is sufficient to make stress on one side exceed the proportional
limit for ~lates #2, 3, and h long before buckling. Since the real
average stress is not then proportional to the average strain, the
strain curve bends to the right* This fact plus inspection of the
average strain curve indicates that the plastic hinge does not form
suddenly in this series as it did in the liO-l/ii series
»
Eccentricity5 initial curvature, and effective thickness appear to
influence the results as in the 50-1/3 series * As before ? initial cur-
vature in plate #1 "was overcome by eccentricity and the plate buckled
down* It appears that the bending in the reverse direction initially
weakens the plate so that a plastic hinge buckle more quickly forms when
the bending reverses » Again attempts to correlate results by considering
the coordinates of tangent intersections is inconclusive., Considering
the inaccuracy of the percentage estimate of pits, plate #2 is considered
a good corroboration of theoretical buckling stresses.
5o 70-lA (Figures 5, 22)
Study of the average strain curves for this series indicates that
again the steel loading bar has less effect on the uniform distribution
of loads just before failure if the aspect ratio is low But the unique
feature of this series is the absolute uniformity of shallow pitso Thus
we are able to evaluate the results considering fewer variables* A
simple plot of the intersections of the tangents to the bending curves
appears to correlate well* indicating a critical stress slightly above
-2 5"-

that of plate #2* Therefore^, experimental results confirm theoretical
results within a few percent » An exact comparison is not useful since
the precise effect of pits is not determinable. These plates appear to
have been thoroughly shot blasted and are of extremely uniform thickness
which make them unique among the various series tested.
Of further interest is that extreme bending in plate #1 appears
to have been caused by initial curvature alone whereas in #3 and h
eccentricity easily overcame almost the same initial curvature . This
would indicate that in this series eccentricity varied considerably
among the plates.
60 70-1/3 (Figures 6^ 22)
While the surface condition of this series is goodj, it is not quite
as good as the 70=1/4 series* This does not explain the fact that
attempts to plot tangent intersections are not very rewarding. However^
there is an indication that the critical buckling stress is somewhat
higher if there is no eccentricity or curvature* Relatively few readings
were taken with plates #1 and #2, and points are scattered in both the
bending and average stress curves* Plates #3 and k show smooth plots
with a particularly smooth plastic hinge development as shown in the
average strain plots. It is felt therefore that #3 and U may be ex-
trapolated to zero eccentricity and zero initial curvature with some
assurance. The result is in agreement, within a few percent of predicted
values but not as close as with the 70-l/U series.
7° 70-1/2 (Figures 7 9 23)
The values obtained from this series are consistently very high
compared with theoretical predictions. Thickness is quite uniform and
may be ruled out of this case because consideration of pits only increases
-26-

the difference. The bending curves are unique in that they show a per-
sistent linear load increase after the "knuckle" until sudden yielding
causes a second knuckle <> It would appear that the material experiences
not only yield but also a sort of ultimate loading. Distribution of
loading is non-uniform toward the end of each run for this aspect ratio,
but the effects do not appear serious .
The only difference in testing procedure for this series was that a
large numbe . of readings were taken at close to failure loads. Holding
the load steady for a longer interval may have permitted adjustment of
the loading throughout the plate so that bending was not localized.
Fortunately, plates #2 and k have little apparent eccentricity. In-
spection of their bending curves shows that disregarding the second
knuckle will give the following results based on t.
Per ^cr (exp) &ZT (theor.)
(kips) (Ksi) (Ksi)
70-1/2-2 28,0 8.33 8.66
70-1/2-U 28.6 8oU8 8.66
The results are therefore good and seem to bear out a conclusion that
slow application of load will give better results. It should be borne
in mind that these particular plates show an unusual lack of eccentricity
permitting the isolation of this added variable.
Do Accuracy of Load Measurements
The method used for measuring load employed three load cells in
electrical series, sampling the load from each of three rams and averaging
the result. The load cells were calibrated in a 300,000 pound test
machine against a gage accurate to 750 pounds. Since the three load
cells were subjected to 9.5? 000 pounds total load, a possible error of
3/1$ is predicated. Good repeatability of the calibration data indicates
-27-

that the load cell measuring system is consistent within the accuracy of
the 300,000 test machine. Creep gives some loss in accuracy, but careful
cycling minimizes this effect, keeping the total error within two percent
at high loads (see Appendix F).
Of pressing interest is what happens when three load cells sample
the friction variations from five and seven rams. Table VIII gives some
idea that load variations among rams may be as much as 7 percent. Of
course, the presumption that each load cell is identical in reaction to
a given load is necessary for this evaluation. Pittman and Rinehart [5~]t
under more carefully controlled conditions, estimated an average friction
force of $% of applied loado According to Table VIII, the three center
rams have approximately average friction. Therefore, use of these three
load cells to sample the load will give a representative value of the
load applied by the five or seven ram combinations o It is estimated
that the error may be as much as three to five percent under these con-
ditions. However, this error can be reduced by recalibrating the machine
since the three load cells may be accurately checked with five and seven
ram combinations.
Of course., it is assumed that lapse of time has not changed cali-
bration conditions. There would be little worry about this factor if it
were not for the unexplained failure of the seven load cell circuit to
perform as expected (Appendix F). A recalibration should be performed
either before further testing or after completing the tests of the re-
maining plate series.
It is concluded that a total error of one to six percent of total
load is possible with error increasing with the number of rams and the
total loading on a given set of rams.
-26-

E. Recapitulation of Error
The results of these tests indicate that errors arise chiefly from
eccentricity., plate initial curvature, errors of load measurement, speed
of load application, and measurement of effective thickness. Further
error may result from improper determination of the modulus of elasticity
(appendix F). The exact interplay of these factors need precise atten-
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1. Interpretation of data is difficult because several variables of
indefinite effect are present.
2. The Top-of-the-Knee method of data analysis seems to be the
most realistic.
3. The actual effective thickness of the plate is critically im-
portant for both experimental and theoretical considerations. This
effective thickness appears to be somewhere between t and t'.
U. The test frame, loading arrangement, and measuring system
functioned satisfactorily.
5. Eccentricity and initial plate curvature interact to affect
the results obtained, but this method of testing does not allow a pre-
cise segregation of these factors.
6. Uniformity of loading need only be approximated since this has
only a minor effect on the results.
7. Edge conditions do approach simple support.
8. Edges remain in a plane until the last stages of the test when
yielding of the plate reduces the lateral restraint provided by milled
groove of the loading bar.
9. Best results are obtained with a series of plates which have
uniform thickness with uniform,, shallow pits.
10. Rate of applying the load affects the data. Small incremental
increases of the load in the critical range results in a "double-knee"
curve with the lower knee defining a critical stress that correlates
very well with Bleich's predicted value.
11. The final buckled shape can be expected to be a plastic hinge
for plates having a/b and a/t ratios similar to the plates tested.
-52-

12. Error of load measurement is estimated to range from one to six
percent, increasing with total load and number of rams used to apply the
load.
13. The major causes of experimental error are (l) eccentricity,
(2) initial plate curvature, (3) load measuring instrumentation, (U) speed
of load application and (5>) the measurement of effective thickness.
III.. The results show fair agreement with Bleich's predictions.
15. There does not seem to be any scale effect except that, in
large panels, pit depths will be of the same order of magnitude as in
the test panels. Thus the reduction from overall thickness to effective




I. Recalibration is strongly recommended using the three center
load cells as electrically active when three,, five, or seven rams are
applying the load.
2* Remaining plates should be shot blasted before being tested
to reduce pit variations
.
3. The test machine must be cycled immediately before conducting
a test.
l+° Ram alignment should be checked between test runs.
5. While testing a given series, required shimming should be
placed in the same location for the different plates to reduce
eccentricity variations.
60 Plates should be inserted concave down into the test rig to
reduce initial curvature.
7. Use the pressure gage to estimate the load when cycling. Do
not use it as a load measurement during testing except as a rough check
against overloading the test frame.
8. The Top~of=the-Knee method is recommended for analysing the
data.
9. Use the plot of load versus average strain to check the func-
tioning of the test apparatus. If bending is not severe at the start of
a test run, this plot should show a linear relation between P and 6a. .
10. The modulus of elasticity for the 5/32" steel should be checked
before further analysing plates of this thickness.
II. A separate study is required to determine effective thickness.
A relationship correlating measured overall thickness ? pit depth and

coverage,, to the effective thickness is not available at present.
12 , The load measuring system can be improved considerably if the
expense can be justified. New load cells made from special high yield
steel ( tTT. s 15(1,000 psi) will probably eliminate the creep phenomenon
experienced in the present load cells of CRS steel. This would eliminate







After the completion of the work of Pittman and Rinehart, it was
contemplated that further simply-supported plate buckling tests would
proceed without difficulty. To this end Gaucher and Rinehart attempted
to continue the program during June, 195k, with completion anticipated
by the p jsent authors. However, it was found that lateral restraint
of the ball bearing races could not be maintained under higher loads.
Specifically., the arrangement of angles and rods which provided lateral
restraint failed at approximately 90 5 000 lbs. load during the test of a
plate. This difficulty terminated plate testing by Gaucher and Rinehart.
The authors attempted to eliminate the problem by designing a new
lateral restraining system. Since it was calculated that the previous
system had failed at approximately 6 5 000 pounds per rod, the authors
felt that the new system should be designed to at least double this
load, based on the assumption that the lateral load was caused by
eccentricity and would therefore vary linearly with the applied load.
The new design eliminated the turn-buckles, replaced the angles with
8n x 8W wide-flange I-beams, and replaced the 3/8" rods with l/2" rods
terminated in welded loops and eye-bolts o Lateral adjustment was made
through use of lock nuts on the eye-bolts (see Fig. 2J4).
One of the 5>0-lA plates was placed in the modified apparatus in
accordance with the procedure outlined by Pittman and Rinehart ["^3» As
the load was applied, it was necessary to tighten diagonally opposite
lateral supports, indicating a rotative couple. When the load reached
60^000 pounds, it was noted that the upper head of the machine had moved
laterally approximately two inches, relatively independent of the re-
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Test Plate in original
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load that resulted in
twisted b edge. (Note
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obvious eccentricity induced* It was then noted that the hardened steel
bar with its milled concavity had forced the upper edge of the plate to
curl over (Fig. 2$)°
The results of this test indicated that not only did the ball
bearing races need further restraint, but also the upper head of the
300,000 pound testing machine as well* The movement of the upper head
appeared to result from the long unsupported lengths of four inch
threaded shafting upon which the upper head traveled. The fact that the
test apparatus, for practical purposes, consisted of a long relatively
slender column with elastically supported ends broken by two pin joints
(the two segmented edges of the test plate) meant that the problem was
considerably more difficult than at first contemplated. The importance
of the double pin joints was further demonstrated when calibration runs
were later carried out up to 220,000 pounds without difficulty. The
calibration set-up consisted of a single pin joint, one set of jacks, and
no lateral restraint whatsoever-.
Lateral restraint for the upper head proved impractical in the
following ways. The existing test machine frame was insufficiently
strong at the height required and would have required a complex support-
ing truss. The problem of attaching lateral restraint to the upper head
would have been difficult without altering the 300 5 000 pound test machine
itself o The complexity of any designed arrangement would have rendered
its use impractical in view of the intense and varied testing programs
carried out on the 3OO5OOO pound testing machine. There was a further
question as to the load to which the lateral restraint would have to be
designed since it was not known precisely what proportion of the lack of
stiffness of the upper head could be blamed on eccentricity or instability.
-59-

For these reasons it mas felt that a new machine which could be devoted
to plate buckling projects should be designed*
-60-

B, DETAILS OF PROCEDURE
1. Design of New Test Apparatus
a) General
The impossibility of providing sufficient lateral restraint for the
testing jig of Pittman and Rinehart in the 300,000 pound testing machine
indicated that some form of radical departure from the existing set-up
•was necessary. Recently there had been a new test bed built in the Ship
Structures laboratory located in Building Ul. This bed is composed of a
gridwork of I-beams imbedded in concrete. The twenty ton Blackhawk rams
used by Pittman and Rinehart for load distribution were also available
for load applications o The design problem presented can be divided into
three parts o It was necessary to design a simple hydraulic system with
sufficient capacity to supply seven twenty-ton rams and yet retain fine
control at all loads o Further, a test framework was required to main-
tain both lateral restraint for the test plates, and support for the 18"
I-beam heads under loads of up to 280c, 000 pounds* The most difficult
part of the problem was the design of a system for measuring loads with
an accuracy approaching American Society for Testing Materials standards
for a range of loads of 2^000 pounds to 280,000 pounds <>
b) Hydraulic load application and controlo
At first, the authors felt that hydraulic loads would have to be
applied from both sides of the test plate in order to insure maximum
flexibility in the use of the machine <> However, variations in the
strength of the ram retraction springs meant that there would be con-
siderable difficulty in maintaining alignment,, Therefore, the rams on
one side of the test plate were not directly connected to the hydraulic
pump These jacks were therefore left connected to a common manifold in
-6/-

order to provide load distribution as described by Pittman and Rine-
hart f £].
Consultation with representatives of the Blackhawk Manufacturing
Company elicited the information that the P-182 high-pressure electric-
ally driven hydraulic pump would provide 5 ,,000 psi» continuous pressure
and 10 5 000 psi. intermittent pressure at a volumetric capacity of
approximately 26 cubic inches per minute (see Fig, 26 for pump data).
The pump oil tank provided a further limit because it held only enough
oil for full travel of five rams. An additional oil supply, at the same
level as the pump 5 was provided by the authors using a large rectangular
shallow tank shown in Figs« 26 and 37 <>
The pump supply of twenty~six cubic inches per minute indicated
that seven rams could travel at a maximum rate of approximately 5>/7 inch
per minute » The authors felt that this capacity was just adequate for
the latter part of plate-buckling runs when yielding conditions were to
be experienced. The actual tests bore out this prediction.
The intermittent rating of 10,000 psio proved somewhat disappointing
under actual test conditions « It had originally been believed by the
authors that continuous rating referred to production conditions, whereas
the intermittent rating would be entirely applicable to the test con-
ditions contemplatedo The hydraulic pressure required for the 280,000
pound capacity of the machine is 775>0 psio Actual test runs showed that
careful attention to the pump operating temperature was necessary when
it was operating at £,,000 psi or greater. This limitation caused dif-
ficulty in buckling the first plate and prevented prolonged test runs
which allowed full yield at higher loads.









Spe c ificat ions
General; Pump tanks 1 gallon capacity
Recommended oils a. DTE light oil„
Pressure hose connections 3/8" female pipe tap Q
Motor? 1/2 HP ball bearing repulsion induction^, 1725 RoPoM,,
110 volt 60 cycle ACo
Pumps Type; wobble plate
Pistons s k 5/32" diameter with \/h}x stroke
Oil capacity s 26o8 cubic in
.
/minute
Pressures continuous service 5000 psio
intermitten service 10 5 000 psio
Models P-182 manufactured by Blackhawk Mfg Go<,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
o
* Blackhawk Bulletin No» PM-I46
6 3=

control*. Hydraulic controls can experience self-oscillation similar to
feed-back servo systems <> The fact that relatively thin plates were to
be placed on edge in the loading system and tested to destruction meant
that practically speaking a spring of variable K would be placed in the
hydraulic control system<> The possibility of a resonance condition
existed from self-excited vibrations » To properly design the control
system to insure avoiding the hunting effect would involve good esti-
mates of not only the varying spring constants of all the plates tested,
but also the effective spring constants of the rams., oil compressibility,
and other parts of the system. This effort was not considered expedient
and a calculated risk was taken
„
Two systems of pump control were proposed by the Blackhawk Manu-
facturing representative o One system employed a separate bypass valve so
that control could be achieved through a division of pump supply between
the exterior recirculating system and the ram supply line<> This system
was considered unsuitable because of doubt that a positive shut off could
be obtained. The system actually selected made use of the adjustable
bypass valve already installed in the pump with the addition of a needle
valve in the ram supply line. Between the needle valve and the ram
manifold, a 10,000 psi capacity hydraulic gage was installed for rough
load measurement
o
As originally designed,, it was anticipated that a rough setting of
the bypass valve would be made, while fine control would be achieved
through use of the needle valve., This system was entirely praj^fljjflti for
short-duration, full load runs* However, plate testing required long
periods of time at high loads o The throttling effect of the needle valve
meant that the pump would have to operate at higher pressures than the
6>4-

pressure required for the load on the machine . Overheating and stalling
of the pump resulted from this cause on the first plate test. There-
after, the needle valve was used only as a shut-off valve except at low
pressures. Fine control was successfully achieved through careful use
of the pump bypass valve alone.
Some hunting effects were noted in plate test runs. However, it is
difficult to say whether these effects resulted from self oscillations
or from the effects of too large an adjustment of the bypass control
valve.
Because of the leakage problem^ it was necessary to provide means
for refilling the parasite rams. An extra length of hose was provided
to be connected between ram manifolds when refilling was required. The
drawback in this system is that the load applying rams must be prevented
from being filled during the replenishment of the parasite rams.
c) Test Framework (see Fig. 2?)
The design of the test framework had two major objectives, viz. to
correct previous difficulties by providing adequate lateral restraint
and to hold the two eighteen inch I-beam test heads up to the proposed
280=, 000 pound loading. While the test bed in the Ship Structures
Laboratory consisted of both a vertical wall and a horizontal floor, it
was considerably easier to design the machine in the horizontal position.
The only possible major drawback to changing Pittman and Rinehart's
testing jig from the vertical to the horizontal lay in the introduction
of additional contour in the plate caused by the plate's own weight.
Theoretical calculations using Levys solution showed that the worst
maximum deflection in the contemplated test series would be 0.017" . f6j
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inaccuracies of other measurements , and, more important, since this
gravity-induced deflection could be used to partially compensate for
plate unfairness due to other causes.
The test bed itself was needed to provide a plane of reference,
support for the great weight of the test machine, and to prevent large
lateral distortions under load. Some form of tensile restraint was
needed to prevent the large I-beams that were to serve as heads for the
test machine from moving apart. Since bending loads in these tensile
members could be provided for in other ways, large flat plates, here-
after called bed plates 5 could be employed. Since full travel of both
sets of rams was less than 10'% the frame would have to be provided
with a means of gross adjustment for varying plate sizes. It was felt
that the simplest solution lay in a system of four bed plates with ad-
justable, bolted stops. Through-bolts were provided at these stops to
counteract the movement of the eccentrically applied tensile load. The
through-bolts between the heads were provided to counteract the effects
of the lateral load from the ball bearing races. All through-bolts
were connected to the test bed to insure that the test machine remained
planar under load.
Considerable difficulty was anticipated in preventing the light
I-beams of the concrete test bed from taking no more than a small portion
of the test machine load. The load would be transmitted by means of
friction between the bottom bed plates and the concrete test bed I-beams,
and by means of shear in the through-bolts. The friction effect was
minimized by use of wood spacers which have a low modulus of elasticity.
These wood spacers served the additional purpose of allowing room for the
stop plate bolt heads. An elaborate lateral load shirker was designed
-U7-

as a means of minimizing through-bolt shear* Unfortunately* the bolts
which were actually received had considerably thicker heads than antici-
pated., and the lateral load-shirker could not be fitted. As an expedient,
standard washers were used. In defense of this expedient*, it can only be
stated that a load of 2liC\,000 pounds has been successfully applied to
the machine with no damage to the test bed.
Attention was paid to the fact that load was transmitted from
the bed plates to the heads at the outboard edge of the flange of the 18"
I-beam. However*, it was felt that local yielding would transmit this
load through the flange stiffeners to the web of the I-beam. Considerable
care was used to insure that all the stop bearing surface did indeed
touch the I-beam flange. Considerable trimming of the I-beam flange
support was required to provide this close fit.
Holes were drilled in the bed plates to allow for adjustment of
the stops at one end of the machine in four inch steps so that the
machine capacity could be adjusted from approximately 6" to 2li" in line
with the load. Through-bolt holes were also provided in similar steps.
It should be noted that^ in some cases* six instead of four through
bolts were needed for overcoming the couple caused by the eccentric
tensile load on the bed plates. Importunate spacing of the concrete
test bed I-beams dictated this expedient.
Lateral restraint of the ball bearing raceways turned out to be
extremely easy to provide. A simple system using U" I-beams was de-
signed. An unforseen dividend developed in that the lateral restraining
I-beams provided the framework for a packaged test unit consisting of
the ball bearing raceways* test specimen*, segments, and all necessary
test specimen wiring. Two of the I-beams were screwed to the underside
fed

of the ball-bearing raceways. The other two I-beams were placed on top
of the raceways at the beginning of each run. Adjustments for eccentri-
city were made by using hardwood shims a The unforseen simplicity of the
rig was that the test package could be prepared elsewhere and merely
slid into the side opening of the machine without loosening the top bed
plates a
Another improvement in lateral restraint was provided by four
additional V I-beams between the ram bodies and the bed plates . This
modification meant that lateral restraint was provided closer to the pin
joints than before . Use of these I-beams permitted more accurate align-
ment of the lines of action of the rams. Brass shims were necessary
under the bases of the set of rams carrying the load cells to obtain
alignment
o
In order to provide a strong test piece for cycling purposes , one
of the 8n wide flange I-beams was adapted for use. A 1" round bar was
tack-welded to each flange of the I-beam to simulate the segmented
b~edges of the test plates. Hardwood blocks and hardwood shims were
fabricated to supply lateral restraint in a manner similar to the hn
I-beams previously mentioned
o
A considerable margin for overload is allowed in all parts of tnis
machine. Specifically, it was assumed that some uneveness of loading
might occur in the bed plates. Each bed plate was therefore designed
for a total load of 100,000 pounds » which meant a unit stress of 11,000
psioj, allowing for all lost material. Navy riveting specifications for
chain riveting were followed for bolt arrangement and spacing. Maximum
bolt loadings for minimum cross-sectional area with no allowance for
stress concentrations were established at 10,000 psi. in shear, and
-&T--

15 ,,000 psio in tension.. The lateral restraint I-beams were sized by
space requirements alone. No buckling of the webs has been noted nor is
any anticipated? although calculations have not been carried out. No
calculations were carried out for either the concrete test-bed I-beam or
the means for attaching the through-bolts to them. In both previous
cases,, ar stimate of the loading is purely arbitrary.
In summary, the weak points of design should be listed for anti-
cipation Oi. difficulties in future projects. The I-beams of the concrete
test bed and the means of attachment thereto should be watched carefully
for signs of failure. Buckling of the webs of the lateral restraint
I-beams under highly eccentric loads would necessitate the use of
specially rolled or fabricated sections « Finally the through-bolt nuts
becoming loose under repeated use will probably indicate yielding and
necessitate the replacement of the bolt,
d) Load Measuring System
The major problem in designing the load measuring system for the new
test machine was to measure the actual total load on the plate edge in-
dependent of -?.ll friction effects. For this reason ^ it was felt that a
system of seven load measuring devices placed between the rams and the
hardened steel loading bar was necessary. The plate would then oe sub-
jected only to the forces supplied by the load measuring devices, the ball
bearing raceways,, and the opposite ram heads. The effects of variations
in friction and retraction spring forces in the rams could therefore be
measured.
The load measuring devices would have to have an accuracy depends
on the particular plate to be buckled. An inaccuracy of 1/2$ of 280 ? 000
pounds would in truth be k% for some of the plates to be tested, since
-70

these plates mere expected to fail at approximately 30,000 pounds lo-
in addition., a sensitivity commensurate »i1 required accuracy wa
necessity., While linearity of response was not a requirement, it would
facilitate data reduction.
Previous studies by the authors in the Experimental Stress Analys
Laboratory >"iad indicated that a stress averaging system of many 1<
was practicable* A system cl~ seven load cells, placed between the r;;
and the ha.: ^ened steel loading bar wi, Ls ided upon* To gain in sen-
sitivity and to provide inherent temperature compensation, two axial and
two circumferential strain gages >ach cell were decided opon
The shape of the load cell wai >mpromise between a desir*
ness for increased sensitivity, stability under compressive loads,
necti to the rams* and to the hardened steel Loading bar,
ribution for proper . gages (see Fig.
To eliminate bending-; the strain gages had to t ated diametri .
opposite to there Fu the gages had to be in 1:
the narrow plate so that maximum sensii would be insuredo Li
and repeatability of strain gage response limited stresses 1
portional limit o Special with high Lonal limj
considers of poor a ty, which resulted in hig]
Noii°liaearity of response ruled he use Si aluminum even
increase in sensitivity would have Lted. Mild steel was or
it the machinist supp] ant steel which
not Lonal lin
Since each load eel - irry up to U0,000 pounds, the pro]
oal Limit . letermij














chosen, based on a full load stress of 22,-900 psi. (see Fig. 28). Flats
were ground on the cylindrical portion of the load cell to a depth of
0.036" for good adherence of +he gages. Loss in cross-sectional area 13
negligible. In order to secure the load cells to the ram heads,, set-
screws were usedo The two inch tapered Briggs tnread prevented a
threaded upling because it is difficult to machine the thread so
loads wilJ be transmitted to the bottom of the female end of the load
cell ana through the threaded joint. The latter condition will cause
varying stress patterns near the load cell strain gages since the seating
conditions may not be exactly repeatable. The one- inch depth of the
female end of the load cell was d ad by the need for cantilevering
the load cell and the hardened steel loading bar. The other end of the
] ad cell was given a 3-5/8" diameter bo provide the support for the
special C-clamps and the hardened steel loading bar.
Allowing for transition fillets, the size cf the axial and circum-
ferential strain gages determined the length of the parallel middle body.
mpromisa was made between ease of attachment and adequate sensitivity
by using Baldwin A-7 strain gages as circumferential gages near the rams,
and Baldwin A~3 gages as axial gage?.
Calculations of the load cell sensitivity showed that a ivity
of approximately seven micro-inches per inch per 100 pounds of load could
be expected. A rash presumption was made that sever, load cells wo-
give seven times this sensitivity,, Actual tests proved what had been
forgotten,, via» multiplying the number of gages in one arm of a strain
indicator merely averages the measured strains unless the bridge supply
voltage is increased. Efforts were sorrect bhis mistake by-
using an Ellis amplifier, an oscillisccpe, and ar ii reased voltage
-7-3-

istitute for the Baldwin Strain Indicator alone. The
supply voltage of the Baldwin S+ I ator cannot be increased.
substitute system of re- d not be sufficiently shielded
ailar t i alone, Therefo:






Lng probl eloped regarding the proper electrical
e load lin gages in the aims of the wheat
1 gage xal gages would have
be in opp« arms of bhe e Bridge* But the Baldw:
Indict' : v limits were Btip I by the mi turer -
i ohms per amu Ik each arm would have I
. .
-. i.20-ohm gages o Any series parallel arrangement of ga
will a lins of all the gagi the strains are identicals
But th other variat
jrience ado In every cass
bhe pure sei iralle] m, one strain will
another averaging system.
the phenomen bhe compromise soli
arrived at in the seven load cell s\ Table III is arranged on the
perfect average is obta: rith seven gages in serie
is further assumed that one straj sice each of the other six
dou hen placed in v . positions in the practicable
.
Kesui these calculations show that three series gages in




Practical Seven Gage Circuits for Minimum Weighting Factor
Hypothesis: (l) Gage R = 120 ohms.
(2) Strain induces /\R of 1 ohm in 6 gages.
(3) Strain induces Zi R of 2 ohms in remaining gage
(as starred)
.
{h) /R proportional to strain
(5) weighting factor equals (WF)
•weighted average strain
perfect average strain
Case A (perfect average)
W 'W W A/V- ^W -A/V W-
Total R - 8I4O ohms (too high)






Total R a U80 ohms (satisfactory)
* Total &R/R - V96 V11F a 1*095
** Total ^ R/R = VllUo? WF a 0„9l8
A/V A/v Vv-
Tctal R - 300 ohms (satisfactory)
* Total AR/R * 1/&$ 7 WF = 1,225







Total R = 206 ohms (satisfactory)
* Total ^R/R ^ VllO WF = 0,955
** Total ^ R/R = Vl03 WF a 1»020
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the possible errors the gages of #U load cell were placed alternately
in the series branches with 1, 2, and 3 or J>, 6 5 and 7 load cells in the
arms of the Wheatstone Bridge (see Fig. 29)
o
The ultimate use of three load cells presented little problem,
since three gages could be put in series totaling 3&0 ohms. This re-
sistance is well within the linearity range of the Baldwin Strain
Indicator, Further, the arrangement is inherently a true average*
A wiring system was required to carry out both the series parallel
and plain series arrangement of gages.. It was felt that wiring the gages
at the load cells was not desirable because movement of load cells
relative to one another could vary terminal contact resistance <> There-
fore, a system was designed so that leads from each gage were led to a
switchboard* The switchboard was designed so that each load cell could
be read individually, or the seven load cells could be averaged*, By
shorting out two gages and opening certain switches, a three-cell series
arrangement could be easily attained* Capacitance was reduced by using
four-lead cable and binding each pair of load cell cables together,,
Screw terminals were used at the load cells so that the load measuring
system wiring could be moved independent of the load cells and strain
indicator (see Figs* 30* 3l)°
2» Procedure for Setting up Equipment
a) Setting up Equipment for Calibration
Recalibration of the test machine will be necessary from time to
time* For this reason
,,
a careful description of the calibration proce-
dure follows.
The basic units required for calibration are:




fa) SEVEN LOAD CELLS





















1 r^, ' I
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upper headg and flat bar shims for aligning
.
2. Seven load cells, rain unit to which they are attached,
and associated hydraulic hoses and manifold.
3o Pump without spare reservoir.
k° Load cell switchboard, and associated wiringo
5» A Baldwin Type L strain indicator.
60 Five feet of 1" round bar.
7« Oto« of the two hardened steel loading bars.
The pump unit need not be included unless a check of the oil pressure
gage is required? or a check of pump control is desirable.
The major problem in making a calibration check is the safe movement
of the heavy equipment from Building Ul to Building 1. A four-chain
sling must be used for handling the large heads which weigh approxi-
mately 900 pounds eacho One head at a time may be moved to the re-
ceiving entrance of Building #1, where hoisting equipment is available.
The reason for the load lLmit is that whereas the elevator between the
basement and street level of Building Ul has a safe capacity of one ton.
the elevator has been put out of commission on previous occasions by
loads of more than l/2 ton<> It is not necessary to separate the ram unit,
load cells, and test head for transportation if a spreader is used with
the four-chain sling to protect the load cells. One of the buckled test
plates may be used as a spreadero
After the equipment is hoisted into the Materials Testing Laboratory,
the upper and lower heads are placed in the 300 5 000 pound testing machine
in accordance with procedure outlined by Pittman and Rineharto £5j° In
essence, this procedure consists of using a small dolly to place the
upper head (fitted with a stud) under the upper head of the 300,000 pound
-60-

test machine. The upper head of the test machine is then lowered over
the stud, and a large washer and the nut are used to secure the I-beam
to the test head. Care should be taken that the under surface of the
I-beam is maintained horizontal by use of suitable shims., After raising
the upper head<, the lower I-beam, complete with rams and load cells, is
jockeyed " ito place over the lower head* Again, care should be taken to
shim so that the rams are vertical and approximately centered under the
upper hea »
The hardened steel loading bar is merely laid on top of the load
cells. The round bar is then placed in the milled groove of the loading
baro No lateral restraint is required for loading this arrangement up
to 220. 000 pounds (and possibly more) if care is taken to minimize
eccentricity.
Leads from the load cell switchboard may now be connected to the
particular load cells required for the test (see design section for two
particular arrangements)- The load cell switchboard is best placed to
either side of the test machine. The leads to the strain indicator may
now be connected as shown in the diagram on the switchboard itself. Some
difficulty will probably be experienced in balancing the strain indicator.
This difficulty can usually be corrected by cleaning the contact surfaces
of the knife switches with carbon tetrachloride. In addition, loose
wiring should be looked for since vibration induced by moving invariably
loosens the screw terminals. A steady, non-drifting zero unaffected by
movement of the switchboard must be obtained before accurate calibration
runs.
The pump may then be connected to the ram manifold, and the rams
given about a one inch extension to allow for depression of the ram
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pistons under loads. The pump may be used for the calibration runs if
desired.
The actual calibration runs should be carried out with two opera-
tors . One man may apply the load in given steps, reading off both total
load and hydraulic pressure <> The other man would then read the load
strain indicator and record all information.
Three total load gages are available with ranges of 0-30^000
pounds , 0-— ;0 000 pounds., and 0-300,000 pounds » Each gage is supposed
to be accurate. to A,S<>ToMo standards of l/2$ of its maximum range.
Therefore ^ ideally* a run to loads above 1.50 ? 000 pounds should employ
each of the three gages in succession,, However, extreme difficulty was
experienced by the authors in making the three gages agree at the tran-
sition points on both the up and down parts of the run. Therefore, only
the gage with the smallest possible range was used for each run. The
ideal procedure should be attempted by anyone recalibrating. The
necessary number of loading cycles to get a repeatable zero should be
made before calibration runs are attempted, A zero shift of less than
ten micro-inches would be a permissible standard. If good correlation
is obtained, only three complete runs need to be made. However, a
series of ten cycles to one- half load should be made to check scatter.
The disassembly and moving of the calibrated rig is essentially the
reverse of the previously described procedure,
b) Setting up test machine for plate buckling tests (see Fig, 27),
Since the test machine occupies most of the concrete test bed, it
is probable that the machine will be broken down when not in use for
long periods of time. Therefore, a detailed assemply description is
believed necessaryo The following pieces are necessary for assembly;
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1. Four ten-foot bed plates
2. Eight stop plates
3. The two 18" I-beam heads
U. The two seven ram assemblies
$. Eight U" I-beams
60 Ei nteen lS" x 1-1/8" through-bolts
Fifty-six 3" * 1-1/8" bolts
One hundred ten nuts for these bolts
Eighteen large washer?
7« Wood spacers to be placed between bed plates and test bed
8. Ball-bearing raceways for the plate sizes to be tested
9* Two hardened steel loading bars
10. Segments required for particular plate size
11. Three flat bar shims for stop plate adjustment
Brass shims for ram alignment-
Hardwood shims of assorted sizes for lateral restraint wedging
Spring steel shims for segment fitting
12. The P-182 high-pressure pump with associated control valves,
and pressure gage
The extra oil reservoir
13 o Seven load cells
Two pair of the special C-elamps
Corrugated cardboard in strips
lii. Load cell switchboard
l£. The H-beam cycling pie:e
Four hardwood blocks for lateral restraint
l6o The strain indicator used for calibration runs
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17 o Instrumentation for test specimens including angle bar for
dial gage if desired.
A carpenter 5 s chalk line should be used to lay off two reference
lines on the test bed I-beams for the outboard edges of the bed plates.
The through-bolts are then fitted with the washers and slid between the
test bed I beams as shown in Fig. 27. Six or four through-bolts are
Used at the adjustable end of the test machine as dictated by the re-
quired r?: aiding moment (see section VTI-B-l-c 5 Design of Test Frame) <>
Lay in wood spacers using reference lines.
The stop plates are then bolted to the bed plates using short boltSj,
leaving the required number of holes for through-bolts. Nuts are se-
cured hand-tight. Each bottom bed plate is then lowered, stop plates up.,
oyer the through-bolts., being careful not to damage the through-bolt
threadso The job is made considerably easier if the bed plate is sup-
ported at only its center of gravity, and one end at a time is fitted
over the through-bolts. One set of through-bolt nuts are threaded on
and made hand-tight,,
The ram unit used for load application is then secured to the 18"
I-beam that has no studo The oxher ram unit is secured to the remaining
18" I-beam. Each complete head uait is then rotated onto its side,
using the four-chain sling and a crowbar. Each unit is carefully lowered
between the through-bolt.; against the stop plates. The head with load
applying rams is placed at the non-adjustable end so that the I-beam
base plate lies between the test bed I-beams. The second set of through-
bolt nuts is put in place just below the level of the test heads. The
remaining bed plates with their stop plates down are then lowered into
position , and the third set. of through-bolt nuts made hand-tight » The
-3^-

three flat bar shims will have tc be used ahead of one pair of stop plates
for proper f-
Four U" I-beams are lightly "wedged into place next to the rams using
hardwood shims. The ends of the seven load applying rams are wrapped in
one inch -wide pieces of corrugated cardboard, so as to provide a snug
fit. for + " load cells- The load cells are then fitted to the rams*,
matcning the numbers on the load cells and the rams u Care should be
taken to ft Lgn the set screws vertically. Fit the specially designed
lamps to the end load cells. Slide in the hardened steel bars such
that they are held by the C!-c lamps „ Slide in the H-beam cycling piece
,
so that it is between the two bars. Block the H-beam so as to provide
alignment of the test piece round bar to the milled grooves on the load-
ing bars*
Place the P»l82 pump in a convenient position (preferably by the
switchboard) and connect it to the manifold of the load applying rams.
The filling connections of the spare reservoir require that it be filled
while on edge. Therefore the reservoir is connected to the pump while
the reservoir is on edge , and the pump is blocked to a suitable height.
The pump is then lowered to the floor while h he reservoir is rotated
very carefully. The reservoir should be blocked to maintain equal ele-
vation of reservoir and pump sump.
A pressure of 500 psi„ is slowly put on the rams to align all stop
plates, and to check, for major hydraulic leaks. All 1 1/8" nuts are then
slugged tight,, except those en the under side of the top bed plates. The
nuts under the top bed plates are available for bowing the top bed plates,
should the need arise. The machine load is then removed, and the rams
carefully aligned using a spirit level* The spirit level is used on the
S5-

ram bodies and between the centers of the milled slots in the hardened
steel loading bar- Relatively soft, brass shims under the bases of the
rams should be used for this purpose » The desired lateral ram spacing
is then selected, and the U" I-beams are firmly wedged. The angles which
provide support for the ram bases should then be made secure* The H-beam
should be maligned and firmly wedged* A hydraulic pressure of 6,000
psi. (a load of 2?0 000 pounds using seven rams) is then slowly applied.
Considerable creaking will be noted, but the points to be watched are
lateral movement of the H-beam or rams or bowing of the bed plates. Of
course a signs cf failure in the concrete test bed should always be looked
for.
The load cell switchboard is then clamped to the wall. If three
load cells are to be used for measuring load, switch systems 5, 6, and 7
should be connected to load cells 3 h* and 5>° And switches Ua and Ut'
should be shorted outo All other switches should be placed in the open
position. The color code is used to connect the leads to the load cells.
If seven lead cells are to be used for measuring load, all switches are
to be thrown toward the load cell leads, and the leads connected to
their matching load cells. If a single load cell is to be used, all
load cell switches excep+ + hose connected to the desired load cell are
to be opened^ and the remaining four switches thrown to a position
opposite Hie load cell leads.
The load cell strain-indicator may then be placed next to the pump.
The leads from the switchboard are connected tc the strain indicator
using the diagram on the switchboard.
If a test is contemplated within two hours the system should be
cycled to 6o000 psi, hydraulic pressure a sufficient number of times to
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get a repeatable zero on the strain indicator,, A zero shift of 20
micro-inches was considered acceptable by the authors » The H-beam is
then removed from the machine o The machine is now ready for the test
specimen,.
Combinations of three, five, or seven rams on each side may be used
for different load capacities., different sensitivities, and different
load di st ribut ions o To remove rams from the system, it is necessary to
disconnect the Spee-D-Couples at the rams. The coupling on the loose
end of a hose should hold against the oil pressure , but^ if it does not,
the particular line must be removed from the manifold, and the hole
cappedo Before disconnecting the rams,, it may be necessary to force them
to retract using a crowbaro Using only three rams requires use of the
lower half of the C—clamps which hold the hardened steel loading bar»
Using the upper half of the C-clamps would short out load cells number 3
and 5» Load cells #1 and #7 are constructed in a manner which allows
the use of both top and bottom C-eiampo When five rams are used, cells
#1 and #7 replace cells #2 and #6. leaving rams #1 and #7 retracted and
disconnected. During the use of the machine it will be necessary to
check the tightness of the set screws of the lead cells which provide
support- for the hardened steel loading bar*
Two of the four remaining U" I-beams are secured to the desired
pair of ball-bearing raceways at the spacing required for the test plate
„
The assembly is then set with I-beams down at a suitable working height
»
Wiring is connected to + he test plate strain gages as required and
passed through the I-beam assembly to prevent damage to the wires.. The
test plate is slid into the ball-bearing raceways with any unfairness
concave down,. The ball-bearings are shimmed in place and tightened using
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Allen set screws,, Resin- core solder, spring-steel shims and segments are
then a* + ached *o both free edges as described by Pittman and Rinehart f5J=
The wire 3 and gages can then be checked with an ohm meter for grounds and
continuity.. The test assemblage ia slid into the side opening of the
machine., The other 'wo U" I-beams are then slid into place., Alignment
is checked before the assemblage is firmly wedged with hardwood shims
„
Electrical connections are completed, and the electrical system load
cells and specimen should be checked for grounds » The angle bar
with the machined edge for dial gage traverses may now be placed across
the bed plates and clamped » A period of no more than one to two hours
should elapse between the last leading cycle on the H~Deam and the speci-
men test, 0+herwise load readings at high loads will be unreliable. It
should be noted that oil pressure gage readings are unreliable due to
the Bernoulli effect caused by oil leakage and ram travel«
Breakdown of the test machine and test specimen assemblage follow
essentially the reverse of the above procedure » It should be remembered
when breaking oil lines
5,
that the ram retraction springs maintain a low
oil pressure unless rams are fully retracted.,
c) Load cell assembly
Because the if,sides of the load cells are partly masked, a detailed
description of the assembly of bha load cells is felt necessary to allow
replacement of strain gages,, repair of wiring, etc. The A-3 gages are
aligned axially while the A" gages are circumferential,, All gages are
coated with wax as an added precaution., although replacement gages need
not be coatado The gages are wired to brass bolts on the under side of
wooden strips. Thi-> airing has a simple color code using plastic spa-
ghetti. The brass bol+ s are color-coded on the top side of the wooden






axial a red black
gages a J green green
The
.
cr-le Assembly is partly wrapped in electric tape to give some
protection against side blows o The stiffness of the lead wires is a
detriment in that direct blows are transmitted to the light gauge strain
gage leads with no absorption, T. care must be taken to prevent
rough handlingo
The following repairs have been made since calibration,, An axial
gage for number 6 load cell has been replaced due to a ground » A lead
wire to another axial gage in number 3 load cell was broken next to the





New Test Rig with Switchbo- rd
New test rig with cycling
H-beam in place* Switch-




Cycling H-beam in place.
Jnd #acks
rf7 disconnected.
Note round bar bearing on
hardened steel bar and





Test plate re dy for
the test apparatus. Ball
bearing supports c?ttached
to lower I-be^jns, wires




Test Plate in plrce
before insetting I-beams.
Note load cells, wiring,






Test plate in place with
upper I-beam inserted. Note
angle in upper left corner
used as track for dial
indie tor to measure












^v*^W ^ *~~m^£gM ^i
Control station showing
hydraulic pump, reservoir,





used to measure strain on
each side of plate.
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C. SUMMARY OF DATA AND CALCULATIONS
TABLE IV-A
Plate Data
(a s 10.188" for all plates)
Plate b a/b t t 1 A A?
o
Desigo (in) (in/in) (in.) (in.) (in2 ) (in2 )
U0-1A-1 U3o8 Oo233 0.268 0,232 11.73 10.18
2 it it 0.262 0.222 11.1*6 9o72
3 it n 0.26U 0.21*2 11.55 10.61
h ii u Oo258 Oo2UO 11.29 10.51
50=1/VU ii ii 0.222 Oo208 9o71 9.11
50-1/3=1 32,8 0.310 0.226 0,207 7oU2 6.80
2 it tt 0.229 0.217 7.51 7ol3
3 n N O 2l6 0.202 7o09 6.63
U it II 0.222 0.210 7.28 6.89
50-1/2-1 21.9 OoU65 0.222 0.201 U.86 U.Uo
2 tt » 0o211 0.189 U.62 U.lli
3 n n 0.211 0.19U Uo62 U.2U
k ii tt Oo2l8 0.206 U.77 Uo5i
70-1/U-l U3o8 Oo233 0.158 0.150 6.91 6.57
2 it tt H ti it it
3 n tt tl ti it 11
u
tt tt tt tt ti »
70-1/3-1 32.8 0.310 0ol6l 0.155 5.28 5.09
2 tt ii Ool62 0.158 5.32 5.18
3 n it Ool58 0.152 5oi8 U.99
U ii !' Ool58 0.152 5ol8 U.99
70-1/2-1 21o9 0ok6£ Ooi5U 0.1U6 3o37 3o20
2 R w 11 0.1U5 it 3«18
3 n n it 0.1U8 it 3o2h




Percentage Comparison of Theoretical
and Experimental Results
"TOK" -- Bleich .^
Bleich
i Designation Based on t Based on t
UCXL/U-1 -28 o 6 10.1
2 -30.$ 13.8
3 -21 oO * 2„3
k -10io3 -30.2
5o-i/U-U -32 oil -17.3
$0-1/3-1 -13.0 12.6
2 -30.9 -19.5
3 =>20oU - 3.1
k -33oO -20.9
50-1/2-1 -31.7 - 7o6
2 - Uol +U0.3
3 -20o8 * 2.1
U »29 ol -16.U
70-1A-1 =38 oO -27.5
2 - 3<>3 *12o9
3 -17 o9 - U.3
U - £»U +10 oi*
70-1/5-1 -25.8 -16.6
2 =40,5 -35.6
3 =21 o 7 -12 oh
U -U*.ll - Uol
70-1/2-1 11.1 *30o0






lo Determination of Load (P)
Taking calibration data (Table VI-A-C)., linearity was verified by-
plotting. Total increments of micro-inches per inch for 9^000 pounds






Conversion factors were then determined for load application by
three
s
five, and seven ramso
Three ramss 9^™° - 56.1 P ™^"/"
Five rams; | x 56„1 Poun^«/«
- 9.3o7 pounds^,,,/,,
Seven ramss 1 x 56ol Pound^ 3j/n
s 131 pound^B/B
Conversion factors were applied to the strain measured by the load cell
strain indicator <>
Example i U0<=l/U~li (seven rams)
(0=12-100) - (0=10=1888) 212/4"/"
212 x 131 * 27,900 pounds

2, Average Stress
All buckling critical and ultimate loads were reduced to average
stresses. The b edge length nas considered as the distance between ball
bearing supports for reducing experimentally determined loads to average
stresses.
Thickness was considered as that determined by micrometer (t) and
that determined by micrometer minus pit depths of both sides (t 1 )*
Examples 1*0-1 /U-l*
t a 0,258"
t» » 0,2£8 - 0.18 >* 0,2l*0'«
A - b x t: - U3o8 x 0,258 11,29 sq. in.
A ; ~ b x t' a 1*3.8 x 0,21+C 10,51 sq. in.
C7-~2_
t (based on fe) -
Fult 160,2
A ~ 11.29
~ lUol? klps/sq ino
^<
+
('based en t ) s ?ult 160.2
- 15°?7 kips/sq,in,
3° Average Strain {6a)
The average strain at the geometrical center of the plate was
measured as a means for qualitatively discussing results. Strains in
the opposite faces as measured by strain gages were averaged.
Examples l*0-l/l*»l*
(Top gage) (A-U-1008) - (A-U-979) fL » *29Af n/n
(Bottom gage) (0=iai587) - (0=12-0161) ~ £2 - =571*//"/"
£a s £L±JE2 s rt? - 571* m =,212/4*/*
d

In some cases plate gage and dummy gage leads were interchanged and
careful attention must be paid to the sign. Average strain must always
be negative*
^° Strain Difference ( 5"
)
The difference of strains between two opposite strain gages is a
measure of lateral deflection Taking values of section 3°
ExamDle ; liO-l/V-l*
sl - £2 ffl 5* " *57U 29 s * 60}/f n/n
The sign of the strain increment is important., an increase in
strain demoting tension,, The sign of § is not significant except if a
change in sign occurs in successive ?',c
£ e Critical Lead (Top of the Knee Method)
The plots of 5 versus P are the bending curves <> Intersection of
tangents to the extreme ends of the curves give values of P and 5" «,
The P value is the critical lead determined by the "Top of the Knee"
method and is converted to <7~7 T as in section 2o The §" value is a
measure of eccentricity and initial curvature,, Therefore, plotting <T~XT
and % values obtained in a given series occasionally permitted an ex< ra
polation to zero eccentricity and zero curvature Results were poor and
are only qualitatively presented in Section IV
Examples 70-1/2 sene ;
MTOK« ' ;r (based on t
)
T
#1 Q o62 i' "20 yd/in/in
#2 lOol » hO "
#3 >.3 " Z$o
#h llo9 95 h
<T~^ 7 (extrapolated tc - 11<>5 kips/sqoin<>

60 Critical Load (Southwell s Method)
A plot of yp versus ?,' will give a straight line with a slope
equal to the critical load [ 5j <> Intercept with the 5 axis will be a





P s 93°U kips
-
slope of ' Sv--. ' - 189 o6 kips
7""
cr (based on t) s i6 8 kips/sqoin.
7„ Critical L --ad _(Dorjriell js Method)
& I t rersus lei \ the critical load directly a +
the intercept of the curve with the Paxis., The slope of the curve is
the initial equivalent deflection £] was not determinedo
Example s 1*0-1/.!+- h
5" 603^/"/"
- 9 3 oh kips
Intercept- of cur/e with :: axis l88<,3 kips
>ased on t) - 160I kips/sq in e
80 Theoretical Critical Stress I 2
3-
^-2l&^) (if 1 (1)

Example s UO-1 /U~U
E = 30,2 x 106 psi
V s 0»3 (assumed)
b - 14308" (unsupported length)
a = 10.188"
s 18.58 -h 2.0 -f-,0539 2O063
(7 r^ - 29U y 000 t2 psio
0.258
^"^j, (based on t) = 19»55 kips/sq.in<
9o Modulus of Elasticity




At p s :
At P - W+00 :
Huggenberger G.F.^ s 1055
Huggenberger G.F.2 s IO6I4.
Rl s io5o
R2 s 1.12




~ 20 50$ psiW X t ~
SLli =
=g|| x 106 - 578 ^«/«

£
2 = 4^-°6 = ^££. ^-/.




From plot of results
v - A<T~ 30,200 ,n 9 Y in6 _.jb e -j. gz— s * —.
—





lo Load Cell Creep
The phenomenon which has been noted with the seven load cells is a
peculiar one. It is characterized by increased strain at high loads
when the material has not been subjected to these high loads in the pre-
ceding few hours o It was possible to minimize this increased strain at
higher loads by cycling (repeated leading and unloading) „ Fortunately.,
a measure ox the effect is the difference of the zero readings of the
strain indicator before loading and after the load is removed.
Precisely what this behavior should be called is open tc some
question,. The material appears to act as if it were loaded beyond the
elastic limit o And yet the set in the material is not permanent, but
is p ered after some timeo Further ? although cycling
appears, fee •'wonc-harden'1 the material the lapse of time results in the
an of the phenomenon even though most of the permanent set is
re1 i% ado
Of e assumpt lob cannot be made thai, the strain gages are
truly measuring the strain in the material,, The characteristics of
•358 and strain which are menT :oned above could be caused by some creep
or v - phenomei - in the glue of the strain gages or in the strain
gage wire itselfo Of major interest is how long a life the strain gages
have because of this oc-r -- Lng set„ The manufacturer
pulates a permissible limit of one percent strain. This requirement
Its the set to 1CS 000 mi. dies per inch per gage measured with
the true gage factor "he gage factor which has
used (lo77) mean^ the set of the individual gage should i
exceed 11.1+00 micro-inches per inch minus the expected test load strai
- 102 -

Since the strain measured by the strain indicator is 2o6 times the strain
in one axial gage» the allowable set as measured by the strain indicator
would be ?9 600 micro- inches per inch minus desired test load strain.
Because of the requirement for cycling before the test, this test load
strain should be 2 ,000 micro-inches per inch, which would leave 19,^00
micro—inrhes per inch of strain gage life from the last recorded strain
indicator zero.
Unfortunately^ press of time has not permitted thorough investi-
gation of the nature of the increased strain phenomena > This was not
necessary for the completion of the plate buckling project as long as it
could be correctedo However,, continued use of these load cells^ es-
pecially when new gages have to be applied,, will necessitate an investi-
gation to insure that the linearity of the stress-strain curve remains
o
2o Seven Lead Cell Sens itivity Loss
After careful, calibration,,, little difficulty was anticipated with
the se^en load cell ele: f ri:,al system The load cells were carefully
moved with the rams,, while the switchboard and wiring were moved as a
tmito After ^assembly in the Ships Structures Laboratory, the electri-
cal load measuring system failed to indicate a load commensurate with
that shown by the b.ydrau. assure gage« A plot of hydraulic pressure
versus load cell strain is shown in Figure 39 o The seven load cell curve
dated 2/17/55 presents the calibration results while that curve dated
2/l6 represents some data taken in the Ship's Structures Laboratory,,
At first the usual checks for grounds circuit correctness , and
con f 7 were made A small ground was discovered in one gage and
that gage. was replaced with hange in the results^ Runs were made
with each individual load cell to check the readings obtained with the

hydraulic pressure gage* A rough presentation of the locus of resulting
curves is found in Figure k0„ They do not exhibit the low sensitivity at
lom loads present in the seven lead cell curve « In a very rough way they
indicate considerable friction variation among the jacks as discussed
in Section IV
Further checks were made with groups of three load cells which
shewed no perceptible sensitivity loss« Considerable capacitive un-
balance was found with the aid of an oscilloscope „ This unbalance was
minimised by using various combinations of variable capacitors in the
arms of the external Wheatstone Bridge . This had no effect on the
sensitivityo In addition, grounding the Baldwin strain indicator to
the test frame changed the scope picture, although the poor sensitivity
remained tmchangedo
Su.ce it was felt that the trouble was electrical,, a precision re-
sistor was shur^ed across various parts of the seven load cell circuit
and results were exactly as calculated indicating electrical reliability.
Ye f. the pressure versus load cell strain data indicated an extremely
js and + he pressure gage : becked out with the single load cells
and with three load cells in series <> The seven load cell circuit was
then completely rewired at the load cells , eliminating the switchboard
and. all previously used leads ° Lead length was thereby considerably
shortened but the peer sensitivity persisted*.
The fi v, s + concrete result was found when each load cell was shorted
e a
+
a * ime A series of seven runs were made as presented in
Table IX and plotted in Figure 39 « The plotted loci of curves show that
the seven lead cell curve da + ed j<'16 is some sort of an average of
with ea:h load cell snorted out one at a +ime<> However, no
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remedy presented itself since calibration data was not available for any
six load cell combination,. Accurate data was available for load cells
#3i, h and 5 in a series circuito Because of time considerations , a
compromise was made by assuming that the three center load cells on
the three center rams would give a good sample of load variations among
five and seven rams<> Loads were measured using a £/3 and 7/3 factor
respectively for five and seven ram load application.
Difficulties with the seven load cell circuit should not have
affected the three load cell circuit as has been shown. However, an
element of doubt is present because the loss of sensitivity in the seven
load cell circuit is unexplained^ Therefore, recalibration of the three
load cells applying pressure to three , five and seven rams has been
recommended..
3° Load Measurement by Pressure Gage
Originally, it was believed that the hydraulic pressure gage would
provide a fairly good check cf the load measurement given by the load
cells* In eYei^y case.* a check of total hydraulic pressure against total
increment of micro=dnches per inch of the load cells was made before
actual plate testing procededo The pressure gage proved useful for this
purpose but did not provide a good check during plate buckling tests „
Figure lil shows the results of plotting hydraulic pressure against load
cell increment for series 50-1,
In this plot, there can be seen, at high loads, a falling off of
measured hydraulic pressure with increasing load as measured by the load
cellso The only difference between the cycling piece and the test plate
is that the plate is yielding, causing the rams to extend and oil to
flowo This oil flow past the pressure gage tap is always present at
-I07-

higher loads -when leakage is mere pronounced,, However., the increased
flow caused by the yielding plate must produce an increasing Bernoulli
effect such that the pressure felt by the moving rams is not that
measured by the oil pressure gage„ For this reason ^ it is recommended
that no reliance be placed on the cil pressure gage for plate buckling
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F °__YOyNG 3 S MODULUS AND PROPORTIONAL LIMIT
The same compression jig used by Pitt-man and Rinehart f5_7 was em-
ployed to determine the moduli? of el ity and proportional limit- for
two additional thicknesses <>
Brieflys the compression jig consists of a frame which contains
grooved guide plates and a plunge retype subpress« The grooved guide
plates provide stabil for the specimen and yet allow lateral strain,
Twc Huggencerger 1 iters of one inch gage length are mounted on
opposi+e side? to measure strain parallel to the applied load, (See [ S]
for Huggenberger tensometer operation) The load is applied to the
plunger by a suitable leading machine through a hemisphere to reduce
unequal loadings and friction effeel
The specimens wen fefae same plate and in the same direction
as were the test plates a Surface preparation included additional
cleaning with abrasives which removed almost all pitting, leaving uniform
ickness of cleai ilo
for plate of for the <3 50" series were carried
by Gaucher and Binehart on July 1$ 195U« Tests for plate of l/U"
9 for the WU0 were id out by the authors on April
28, 19^5o Results are presented in Figures k2 and _
For "he l/t kness,, the firs -*, specimen gave a modulus of 38
millioiio Subsequent check of the .. gages revealed faulty technique
in that zero settings had been Bet by forcing probe points, thus reducing
sensiti -cratched area Three subsequent
spec were i 3J I tested giving easily comparable and credit-
able resuj ; ie modu] f elast: , Proportional limit results
were somewhat more red bu+ averaged well* Behavior of number three
-/JO-

specimen indicate! gar ppage above 15,-000 psi* and the possible over-
restriction of lateral expansion by the grooved guide plates being set
too tightly,,
For the 7/32 w thickness j Truer specimens were testedo The data
from number one specimen does not appear to be reliable since the modulus
is large » Therefore, values from this specimen were disregarded,, Num-
ber two Lmen gave a high proportional limit- above 303 000 psio It is
to be ?• that gage slippage is again the cause although points
plotted sntly indicating slippage was smooth,, if present. Number
three specimen was the best giving the characteristic stress-strain
curve of steel, although the test was not carried out to high loadings
The pre >nal limit in sd was low however, and rather than assume
an average between widely -separated values, a proportional limit of
000 psio wa? assume I bickness*
The moduli of ela y and proportional limits for the three








lA . 200,000 200
The cr of ela r 7 were used to determine theoretical buckling
critical stresses for comparison with actual result s The proportional
limits were used merely id ix analysing the bending and average
stress curves for the buckled plates <>
* From Pittman and Rineharr £5] since their specimens came from the same
plate as all the W ?0M s:
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S+ rain Indicators 12 February 1955
Baldwin Standard;
GoFo = a 300,000$ test machine
Gages Blackhawk Z-720
Load








































Load Indicator Pressure Load Indicator Pressure
(KIPS) l^-in/in) (psig) (KIPS) (^-in/in) (psig)
,6 0-6-1912 210o0 1608 5700
10o0 1978 250 200o0 1531 51tio
20 o 0~8~00l*0 L80 190,0 1U57 51U0
29o9 0113 760 l80 o O-8-1380 1*880
UOoO 0190 1100 170.0 1302 1*600
50o0 0263 1350 160.0 1225 1*300
60 o 0338 1600 150.0 111*6 1*050
69o6 oL 1870 iUo„o 1070 38OO
8O0O 01*91 00 130o0 0995 3U70
90o0 0565 2 1*00 120o0 0921 3250
lOOoO 0639 2700 110 oO 081*2 2950
llOoO 0?l6 3000 100.0 0767 2700
120o0 0789 3250 90 „c 0693 21*50
130o0 08614 3510 80 o 0616 2150
1.UO0O 09U3 38OO 70.0 0528 1850
150o0 1018 1*050 60 o OI462 1580
l60 o 1096 50o0 0386 1300
170o0 1179 U6- u0o0 0310 101*0
1.80o0 1260 1*910 29 9 0232 750
190„0 13U8 00 2C ; 016? 1*50
200o0 11*1*2 10c0 0103 220















Note: Bl?.ckhawk P-182 in system but not applying load.
Load Load
Load Indicator Pressure Load Indicator Pressure
(KIPS) ^in/in) (psig) (KIPS) ^-in/in) (psig)
(30 kip 1*0,0 0502 101*0
gage) k$*0 051*6 1200
0-8-0129 50o0 05 81* 1310
2o0 015.3 - 55o0 0-8-0628 11*80
UoO 0178 8C 60«0 0667 1600
6o0 0201 11c 65I0O 070? 1730
80O 0221 160 70o0 071*7 1900
10o0 021*2 200 80 o 0826 2180
12o0 0261 250 90oC 09Ou 21*30
ll+oO 0281 310 100.0 0982 2700
I60C 0298 370 110.0 1062 2980
180 031? kl 0.0 lll*2 3260
20.0 0333 1*80 130o0 1221* 3500
22o0 03! 510 I4O0O 1305 3800
2UoO 036- 580 (300 kip
26,0 0386 620 gage**)
28oO 0u02 700 I50o0 0-8=1386 1*060
(150 kip I6O0O II468 1*300
gage*) gage c out value blew out of
30,0 0-8-01*19 770 150 kip system
35 oO 0l*6l 900 0-8-0168
* 150 kip gage ma+che 'C kip gage at 2d kip loado





Run #U Strain Indicator: 17 February 1955
Baldwin Type #H592U1 300,000# test machine
G0F0! 1.77 M,I a To #105
03 ge; Blackhawk rL-720 Switchboard; ; complete
Load Load
L-ad Indice Pressure Load Indicator Pressure





0= 8- 190 I898
5 0218 100 180 1823 U900
10 0273 200 160 166k
15 0323 320 150 1586
20 0"' 1*80 lho 1510
25 0U17 - 130 1U29
29 0U52 710 120 0-8-1352
(150 kip 100 1197 2700
gage)* 90 1119
35 -0503 900 80 1039
ho 05U6 1020 70 0958 1950
U5 0589 00 60 0880
50 0630 1310 50 0793
55 0676 lk 7 ko 0711
60 0717 1600 30 0627
65 56 17 30 20 0-8-0538
70 0798 1.900 15 0U90
75 083" 2010 10 0UU1
80 08 8 0U?x
90 0959 .,0 6 0U02
100 1036 "00 h 0377
110 0-8 -1117 30 2 0352
120 1198 60 1 03U1












# I.50 kip gage matched bo ?0 kip gage at 29 kip loado





300 kip gage Strain Indicator: 17 February 1955





Load ]iun #5 Run #6 ;Run #7 Run #8 Run #9
(KIPS) Load Load Load Load Load
Indicator Indica r Indicator Indicator Indicator
r in/in) (^in/in) &.-in/in) iX7- in/in) (A-in/in)
0- 8-0323 O- 8=0 '4-6 0- 8-0378 0- 8-O3UI 0- 8-0360
10 OU36 OU55 0U87 OH58 OU75
20 0523 051+2 0572 05U7 0563
30 0607 0627 0655 0632 06U7
hO 0692 0711 07U0 0719 0732
50 0771 0791 0819 0798 0811
60 0851 0870 0898 0880 0892
70 0929 09U8 0979 0962 097U
80 1010 1030 1058 iobl 105U
90 1089 1.108 1136 1119 1133
100 1165 1183 1212 1193 1208
110 12U2 1261 1289 12 Ik 1286
120 1322 13U2 1368 1358 1367
130 1398 1U17 1UU6 1U32 Ihhh
lUO 11*78 Utf8 1526 15H* 1523
150 1553 1572 1599 1589 1599
160 163U 165U 1683 1672 1631
1.70 173 1731 1761 17U9 1758
180 1790 18] 1839 1829 1837
190 1871 1890 1919 1908 1917
200 1.951 1969 1998 1987 1993
210 0=10- 0-10-0055 10-0081 0-10-0071 0-10-0076
220 01.2? Uhk 0169 0156 0157
150 0- 8-K 0-8 -1618 0- 8-1612 0- 8-1613
100 1216 1232 122U 122U
50 0821 08?? 0826 0828





















































Load Gage; 300 kip
Long Runs
Run III Run IV Run V
Load Load Load
Load Indicator Indicator Indicator




















* Load increased to 155 kips before reducing load,































































































Notes Switchboard leads #5 6, 7 connected to cells #3, k$ 5 respectively
Switches 3a., .3a'
,
3t , and 3T- cpen> switches Ua and ht
Runs #3 5 k s 5 only applying the loado
Preliminary Runs
shorted
Run #1 Run #2 Run #3
Load Load Load
Load Indicator Indicator Indicator
(KIPS) £<f-in/in) (/a. -in/in) ift-in/in)
0- 8-0709 0- 8-0777 0- 8-0282
5 0797 - _
10 0882 — —
20 1058 _ -
30 1237 - —
Uo 11*12 - —
50 1592 _ _
60 177? _ _
70 1956 0-10-0023 0-10-0076
80 0-10-011*7 0201 0255
90 0362 0391 01*33
95 _ 0513 0527
50 O- 8-1661 _ _









Load Gage; 150 kip





Run #U Run #5 Run //6
Load Load Load
Load Indicator Indicator Indicator
(KIPS) i,&~in/in) j#-in/in) Uf-in/in)
0- 8-0861* 0- 8-0871 0- 8-0877
5 0957 0962 0956
10 10L2 101*8 1053
20 1218 1222 1227
30 1396 ll*02 1U07
Uo 157.3 1581 1583
?o 1752 1760 1762
60 1933 191*3 19U7
70 0-10 0.09 0-10-0109 0-10-0122
80 0287 0298 0298
90 01*70 01*76 OU79
95 0560 0565 0568
50 0" 8-1768 =,, -














Load Gaiget 150 kip












Load Gaige: 30 kip















Effect of Loading Conditions on Number 1 Load Cell
Strain Indicator; 15 February 1955
Baldwin Type-L, #H592kl 10,000# test machine
GoFoS 2o02 M„I„To #202
Load Cells
lo Four gages in four arm bridge
2o Cupped end fitted loosely over solid bar
3o Other end against side of 1" rod or
against flat base




















Load Variation Among Individual Cells
Strain Indicator; ll* February 1955
Baldwin Type L> #H592i*l 300,000# test machine
Gt.Fo o lo77 M.I oT. #105
Switchboard:
Individual cells
Notes All readings taken while load was maintained
at 100 000 lbso + 1000 lbs-
Load Indicator Load Indicator Load Indicator





1 0-•6-0585 0-6-1320 0-6-0585
2 8=1508 10-0310 8-1539
3 8-0507 8=121*0 8-0502
a 8-081*1 8-1608 8-081*8
5 6-181*5 8-0612 6-1820
6 6-1183 6-1930 6-1180
7 8=0837 8-l$l*0 8-0808
Pressure gage!? 18 March 1955
Z-720 Blackhaw* All seven rams applying
Load* Bldg„ #1*1
Load Load
Pressure Indicator Pressure Indicator
(psi) J^-in/in) (psi) [M-in/in)
#1 Load Cell 0-6-0970 #2 Load cell 0-10-11*17
$00 1091 500 1556
1000 1221 1000 1691*
1500 13U1 1500 1833
2000 11*65 2000 1970
2500 1600 2500 2120
3000 1726 3000 2252
0-6=0968 0-10-11*15
#3 Load sell 0-8-09$0 #U Load cell 10-1670
500 1092 500 1823
1000 1211* 1000 1972
1500 1350 1500 0-12-0130
2000 11*88 2000 281
2500 1611 2500 1*58





Load Variation Among Individual Cells
Load Load
Pressure Indicator Pressure Indicator
(psi) J^-in/in) (psi) {jU- in/in)
#5 Load cell 0-8-0019 #6 Load cell 0-8-05U8
500 160 500 683
1000 288 1000 802
1500 Iil2 1500 932
2000 531 2000 1053
2500 65U 2500 1182





















Sensitivity of Load Cells After Moving
Strain Indicator: Seven Rams applying
Baldwin Type L, #H592U1 Load - Building Ul
GoFoS 1 .77
Switchboard; Seven load cells Pressure Gage:
connected except as noted Z-720 Blackhawk
Load Load
Pressure Indicator Pressure Indicator
(psi) £tf-in/in) (psi) Jfc/-in/in)
All Load cells o 8-0693 #3 Load cell 0-8-1201
3/11/55 500 732 shorted at 500 1218
1000 797 switchboard 1000 1250
1500 881 3/18/55 1500 1328
2000 978 2000 1U30




#1 Load cell O-8-1628 #U Load cell 500 1306
shorted at 500 1755 shorted at 1000 1U32
switchboard 1000 186U switchboard 1500 1561
3/18/55 1500 1982 3/18/55 2000 1686
2500 Q=lC-025o 2500 1828
3000 352 3000 1953
3500 U86 3500 0-10-0098
Uooo 61U 0- 8-1172
#2 Load cell 0-8-0888 #5 Load cell 0- 8-1290
shorted at 500 992 shorted at 500 1285
switchboard 1000 109U switchboard 1000 1315
3/18/55 1500 1221 3A8./55 1500 1385









Sensitivity of Load Cells Aft;er Moving
Load Load
Pressure Indicator Pressure Indicator
(psi) £*/-in/in) (psi) G*-in/in)
0-8-1291 0-10-1618
#6 Load cell U00 1271 #3,U,5 :Load cells 500 1758
shorted at 500 1272 to switches 5,6,7 1000 I887
switchboard 1000 1291 0930, 3/2U/ 1500 0-12-0021
3/18/55 1500 1362 2000 11*9
2000 1UU3 2500 288
2500 15U1 3000 U26






#7 Load cell 250 6U2 55oo 1150
shorted at 5oo 6U6 6000 1302

















Effect of Time on Load Cell Creep
Strain Indicator:
Baldwin Type L, #H592Ul
G,F„: 1.77
Switchboard: Load cells 3>U>5
























































Load Meas; Type L, H592U1
G.F»: lo77
PL Gages 8 Type K., D-58115
G.F.: 2o00
Press, Gage: Blackhawk Z-720
Micrometer: Starrett #li36(l ,r )
Dial Indicator: Ames 88




Load applied: 7 jacks
Center sling used
















































































































































ty/ -in/in) (psig) in/ixi
)
In/in)
0-12-0825 14200 0-3 -0869 O-U-O383
0850 U300 081*0 0389
0875 mao 0802 oho5
0900 U5oo 0758 0U30
0925 b#o 0728 014*6
0950 U600 0682 0U71
0975 U700 0635 0500
1000 U760 0589 0528
1025 U830 0532 0567
10^0 U900 OU72 0611
1075 U970 0392 0665


















Load Meass Type L, H5921+1
G0F.0 o lo77
PL Gages? top -type L> H80797
bottom-type K, D-U.3238
GoFo; 2,00
Pressure Gages Blackhawk 2-720
Micrometers Starrett #1+36(1")




Load Applied: 7 jacks
Center sling used
Ball Bg, Shims: top
Segments spaced 1/1+"
(1» .'001") 5" extension
Run #2
Load Gage Top Bottom
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage
^»in/in) (psig) (A-in/in) (/fdn/in)
0-10-1703 O-lU-1115 O4+-01+35
1800 0320 1085 01+12
1900 0710 101+2 0382
2000 1090 0992 03U8
0-12-0100 11+90 09U2 0320
0200 1900 0882 0292
0300 2280 0821 0271
01+00 2610 0753 0255
0500 2980 O678 021+5
0600 3350 0588 021+1+
0650 3510 051+1 021+1+
0700 3650 01+86 0253
0750 3900 01*27 0268
0800 1+100 0363 0286
0850 1+280 0293 0315
0900 U300 0211 035U
0950 U650 0099 01+18
1000 1+810 0=12-1955 01+90
1050 5010 1788 O632
1100 5180 1U17 0966
1150 plate buckled downward. loud noise

















Load Meas; type L, H592U1
Q.F.: lo77
PL Gages; top - type K, D58110
bottom - type L, H80797
GoF„s 2o03
Pressure Gages Biackhawk Z 720
Micrometers Starrett ^36 (l")
Dial Indicators Ames 88
(1" @ .001") 5" extension
26 March 1955
Ship Structures Labo
Bldgo Ul, M„I To
Load Applied: 7 jacks
Center Sling used
Solder set @ 1100 psi.



































































































PLs 1*0~1/V3 Strain Indicators? (Baldwin) 26 March 1955
a: IO0I88" Load Meas; type L, H592l|l Ship Structures Labo
b: U3o750w G.F.i 1 77 Bldgo 1*1, M„I.T
t; o26UM PL Gages; top - type K< D58110 Load Applied: 7 jacks
pits: oOll" bottom - type L, H80797 Solder Set @ 500 psi,
% area: 50 G,FoJ 2 o 00 Ball Bg u Shims - top
unfairness: Pressure Gage; Blackhavrk £-720 Segments spaced l/u"
none Micrometer: Starrett #U36 (l u )
Dial Indicator: Ames 88
(1" @ oOOl") 5" extension
Load Gage Top Bottom
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage
(//-in/in) (psig) Ctf-in/in) iM~in/in)
0-10-1675 0-8-1882 0-8-1963
1700 90 187U 19U8
1800 kho 18U7 1903
1900 83O 1820 1852
2000 1220 1792 1803
0-12-0100 1590 1765 1751
0200 2.000 17U6 1692
0300 2390 1733 1*33*
ouoo 2750 1725 1562
0500 30U0 1722 1U85
0550 3300 1722 1U39
0600 3U70 1729 1392
0650 3670 1737 1337
0700 38OO 1753 1278
0750 UOOO 1776 1218
0800 1*170 1808 111*3
0850 U300 18U3 IO67
0900 1^80 1891 0988
0950 4610 19U7 0900
1000 U750 0-9-1012 0803
1025 u800 10U5 0763
1050 U820 1082 0718
1075 U910 1127 0659
1100 1+930 1175 0602
1125 1x990 1235 0535
1150 5080 1305 01*1+8
1175 5130 1U06 0335
1200 5170 1507 0222
1225 5230 1686 0025
121*0 buckled upward
1755
















i^oad Meass type L v H592lxl
GoFo: lo77
PL Gages? top - type K, D58110
bottom - type L, H80797
GoFoS 2oOJi
Pressure Gages Blackhawk Z-720
Micrometers Starrett #1x36 (l")
Dial Indicators Ames 88




Load Applied: 7 jacks
Solder set @ 350 psi
Segments spaced l/lx"
Load Gage Top Bottom
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage
ffl-in/in) (psig) ^/-in/in) (tf-in/in)
0=10-1888 A-lx-0979 0-12-0161
1900 - 0978 0159
2000 390 0956 0106
0-12-0100 770 0939 00U8
0200 1170 0931 0-10-1975
0300 1550 0931 1899
OiiOO 1970 09U2 1811
0500 2310 0967 1709
0550 2500 0983 1651
0600 2700 1008 1587
0650 2900 IO38 1512
0700 3090 1078 1U33
0750 3270 1125 13U8
0800 3ii50 1183 1252
0850 3620 1262 1138
0900 3820 1373 1005
0950 iiooo 1512 0839
1000 1*150 1688 06U5
1050 U230 1925 01x05


















Load Meas: Type L, H592U-
GoF,: 1.77
PL Gages s top-type K, D58110
bottom-type L, H80797
GF.i 2„03
Pressure Gages Blackhawk Z-720
Micrometers Starrett #U36 (l M )
Dial Indicators Ames 88




Load Applied: 7 jacks


























































































































Strain Indicators : (Baldwin)
Load Meass type L, H592ui
G F ; i„
PL Gages 1 top-type K^ DL3238
bottom-type L^ H80797
G.,F.s 2»0L
Pressure Gages Blackhawk Z-720
Micrometers Starrett #U36 (la )
Dial Indicators Ames 88
(lw @ o001w ) $« extension
1 April 1955
Ship Structures Labo
Bldgo hi, M IoT„
Load Applied* 5 cells












































































































Da + a Sheet
PL 50-1/3-1
a; 10.188"










Load Meas; type L, H592U1
G F ; l
-
PL Gages: top-type K^ DL
bottom-type
015" GoF.s
50. Pressure Gage: Blaekhawk Z-720
Micrometer: Starrett #1+36 (1 M )
Dial Indicators Ames 88





Bldg. ill, MoI u T u
Load Applieds 5 cells
















































































































Load Meas; type L-H592U1
G.F.s lo77
PL Gages; top-type K, DU3238
bottom-type L, H80797
GcFo: 2oOU
Pressure Gages Blackhawk Z-720
Micrometers Starrett jfki^ (l ?< )
Dial Indicators Ames 88




Load Applied: 5 jacks
















































































PL 50-1/3-3 Strain Indicators s (Baldwin) 7 April 1955
as 10,188" Load Measi type Ly H592U1 Ship Structures Lab»
bs 32 . 813" GoF.: lo77 Bldgjo Ul, M<,I.T-
ts o2l6" PL Gages t tcp-type K v D58ll5 Load Applied: ; 5 jacks
pits 8 o010" bottom -type K, D58110 Solde>r Set @ 300 psio
% areas 20 GoF : 2„0li Load Cell Edge:
Unfairnes Pressure Gages Blackhawk £-720 Sta» , 1 _ an out from
a: none Micrometers Starrett #U36 (l") center
bs l/U Dial Indicators Ames 88 Sta, , 2 - center
Concave down (1" @ oOOl") 5" extension Sta. 3-9" in from
center
Load Gage Top Bottom Sta „ 1 Sta, 2 Sta. 3
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage height height height
(cf-in/in) (psig) ^-in/in) (//-in/in) (in,) (in.) (in*)
0-12-1000 0-5-0729 0-4-1855 0I4OO o395 036O
1100 390 0762 1922
1200 780 0807 1962 ol*20 ok2U o380
1300 1160 0852 1999
1U00 1510 0898 0-5-1037
1500 1910 09a5 1071 oU71 0U86 0U36
1600 2300 0987 1103
1700 2690 101*8 1127
1800 3050 11U6 1111 oU96 o502 0U6I
1850 3280 121+3 1056
1900 3U20 1L82 086? o50U o50U
-U63
1932 buckled down - concave up





PL 50-1/3-U Strain Indicators; (Baldwin) 1 April 1955
as 10.188" Load Meass type L, H592U1 Ship Structures Lab,
bs 32 813" G0F0 s lo77 Bldgo Ul, M„IoT„
ts o222" PL Gages s top-type SI, DU3238 Load Applied;
pits? T-„00U$B=o008" bott om-type L, H80797 5 jacks
% areas 30; 60 GoFoS 2oOU Set Solder @ 300 psi
Unfa irne s s s same Pre!ssure Gag;es Blackhawk Z-720
as 1/32" for 6" Micrometers Starrett #U36 (l«)
bs l/U" Dial Indicat ors Ames 88
Concave down (1" @ o 00i») 5" extension
Load Gage Top Bottom
Indicator Pressure i Gage Gage
p/-in/in) (psig) (M-in/in) OM-in/in)
0-12-0882 0-5-0680 0-10-1331
0950 210 0652 1316
1000 Uoo 0622 1302
1100 800 0557 1278
1200 1190 OU93 1260
1300 15U0 0kl8 1255
1350 1760 0367 1258
1U00 1980 0303 1268
±k$o 2180 0238 1285
1500 2390 01H8 1320
1550 2590 0052 1368
16CO 2770 O-U-0858 1U38
1650 2980 0697 1557
1700 3150 0505 1702
172s 3250 0362 1826
1?50 3330 0178 1985
1775 3U00 0-3-08U8 0-12-0221
1785 buckled down-ward (concave 1jpward) with noise
0-12-0777 gages broken 1an plate





PL 50-1/2-1 Strain IndicateDrs: (Baldwin) 15 April 1955
as IO0I88" Load Meass type L, H592i|l Ship Structures Lab„
b: 21.875" 1I0F0S 1.77 Bld|'. Ul, M<•IoTo
t; <,222" PL Gages: top -type K, D58115 Load Applied: : 3 jacks
pits: bottom -type K, D58110 Set s : older @ 300 psio
T-„006w ; B- o0i5" 13oF : 2oOU Load Cell Edjie:
io area:iiO Uo Pressure Gage; Blackhawk Z-72C > Sta
.
1 - 6" out
Unfairness % Micrometers Starrett #k 36 (l n ) Sta. 2 - center
a: fair Dial Indicator ; Ames 88 Stao 3 - 6" in
b; 1/32" (1" & •001") 5'1 extension
Concave down
Load Gage Top Bottom
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage Stao 1 Sta, 2 Sta. 3
(tf-in/in) (psig) JM-in/in) (4-in/in) (in.) (in.) (in,)
O-H4-II52 O=6-0u58 0-5-1003 276 o272 o273
1200 190 QWtf 0976
1300 590 OiiOS 0912
liiOO 990 0357 0859 o?62 o2li3 o273
1500 1390 0297 0811
1600 1800 Qi 0?
1700 2200 0163 0722
1800 2560 0089 0688 o298 o273 o287
1900 2980 0007 0656
0--16-0000 3310 0=8-1925 06U1
0100 3710 1802 061*2
0200 16U6 0693 o313 o292 - 98
0300 1398 08J
ouoo 06" 1500






PL $0-1/2-2 Strain Indicators: (Baldwin) 15 April 19$$
a; 10.188" Load Meas: type L, H$92ul Ship Structures Lab,
bs 21o87$« G.F.: l„77 Bldg;. Ul, M.I.T..
t8 o211" PL Gages s top--type K, D$8ll$ Load Applied: 3 jacks
pits: bottom--type K, D$8ll0 Solde r Set @ 300 psio
T~ o 01$«; B- o007" G.Fo: 2„0U Load Cell Edge:
% area; .hC. uo Pressure Gages Blackhawk Z-720 Sta» 1 - 6" out
Unfairness
s
Micrometer s Starrett #li36 (l"
)
StEo 2 - center
as fair Dial Indicator; ! Ames 88 Sta, 3 - 6" in
bs 1/16" Ci» i oOOl") $' ' extension
Concave down
Load Gage Top Bott om
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage Sta« 1 Sta. 2 Sta, 3
((J-in/in) (psig) (//-in/in) j#-ia/in) (in.,) (in.) (in.)
O-lU-1226 O-6-O718 0~li-0$38 o276 o27$ o272
1300 280 068$ 0$06
HiOO 660 0637 OU59
1$00 IO6O 0$92 0398 o28U 283 o279
1600 1U20 0$$3 03U3
1700 1800 0$08 0288
1800 2200 0U67 0227
1900 2560 0U21 0168
0=16-0000 2900 0379 0101
0100 3230 03U0 0028 o308 o308
0200 3$70 031.8 0~2~19$2
0300 3890 03U2 18U7
03$0 3990 0392 17$9 «3Hi o317 o3lU
ouoo Uioo 01*72 16UL.
oi*$o i+220 061*2 Ili35
0$00 U330 089 1 ill*$
0$$0 iii|20 11 08^.8
057$ i|$00 1362 061x8
0600 U$30 1602 0360
062$ 1+550 0-7-1126 O-1-0U97
06^0 U$oo 7=1790 0-0-019$

















Strain Indicators J (Baldwin)
Load toeas; type L, H592U1
G.F„s 1 77
PL Gages s top-type K, D58115
bottom-type K, D58110
G.F.; 2oOU
Pressure Gage; Blackhawk Z-720
Micrometers Starrett #1+36 (l n )
Dial Indicators Ames 88
(1" oOOl") 5" extension
15 April 1955
Ship Structures Lab.
Bldgo Ul, M c IoT u
Load Applied: 3 jacks
Solder Set @ 300 psi.
Load Cell Edge:
Sta. 1 - 6" out
Sta. 2 - center
Sta. 3 - 6" in
Load Gage Top Bottom
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage
J#=in/in) (psig) #f- in/in) £#-in/in)
0-114-1525 0-6-0292 0-5-0811
1600 290 0271 0761
1700 690 02U5 0692
1800 1060 0222 0618
1900 LU50 0211 OS 35
0-16-0000 18U0 0206 01*31
0100 2220 0218 0^20
0200 2590 0251 0188
0300 29kO 0316 0021
0U00 3?90 Ol. 0= 3-1.808
0500 363O 0625 lii96
0550 38IO 0790 1279
0600 3980 0993 1032
0625 1*000 11 0852
0675 UUO 13) 0589
0685 U200 1858 0-1-1652
15U6 buckled upward concave down


















PL $0-1 ^-k Strain Indicators; (Baldwin) 15 April 1955
as 10ol88« Load Mea e L, H592U1 Ship Structures Lab.
bs 2ao875« GfoF„; 1. Bldg;. Ul. M IoTc
ts o2l8" PL Gages § top-type K„ D58115 Load Applied: 3 jacks
pitss bottom--type K, D58110 Soldeip set @ 300 psio
T-„009 n $ B- o003» GroFoS 2 o 0i4 Load Cell Edg;e:
% areas 50 j 10. Pressure Gages Blackhawk Z-720 Sta 1 - 6" out
Unfairness; Micrometer; Starrett #U36 (1") Sta. 2 - center
a: fair Dial Indicators Ames 88 Sta 3 - 6" in
bs lM" (1" @ .ooi") 5" extension
Concave down
Load Gage Top Bottom
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage Sta. 1 Sta, 2 Sta. 3
^/-in/in) (psig) i4 -in/in) £/<-in/in) (in,) (in.) (in„)
0-1U-15U2 0-5-0598 0=i*-Q211 o277 o267 o268
1600 200 0585 0182
1700 550 056? 0108
1800 920 0555 003U
1900 1320 05- 0-2-191*0 o302 285 o282
0-16-0000 1680 051*6 18U2
0100 2070 05- 1723
0200 2U10 0602 1578
0300 2780 0678 11*09 -336 o323 o313
OI4OO 3100 0802 1197
0500 3U20 0990 09.
0550 3580 u2 07k2
0600 3710 1285 0522 o3l*l o3l*0 »3U7
0650 3880 Hi! 0361
0675 3910 1563 021*2
0700 iooo 'j.0 0005
0725 U010 0=0-1050 0-0 1U62
















Load Meas: Type L H592U1
G.F„j 1,77
PL Gages: top - type SI, DL3238
bottom - type L, H80797
G,Fo8 2,0U
Pressure Gage: Blackhawk Z-720
Micrometers Starrett #1x36 (1")
Dial Indicator? Ames 88




Load Applied: 7 jacks
Center Sling Used
Solder set @ 350 psi,
Load Gage Top Bottom
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage
j^-in/in) (psig) (/(-in/in) £tf in/in)
0=12-0259 -1168 O-IO-0282
0300 150 121? 0190
0350 33O 1302 0052 no unfairness
-support removed
0375 mo 1355 0- 8-1968 creaking
0400 500 1U35 18 no unfairness
OU25 610 39 1721
oh$o 710 1678 15U8
ok?5 800 18 1308
0$00 900 0=6=127 0881 no unfairness
0525 100c 181 0195



















Load Meass type L, H592U1
G F ; lo77
PL Gages: top-type SI, DU3238
bottom-type L, H80797
GoF : 2 o 0U
Pressure Gage: Blackhawk Z-720
Micrometers Starrett #U36 (1")
Dial Indicator: Ames 88




Load Applied: 7 jacks
Center sling used






























































PL 7CKLA-3 Strain Indicators: (Baldwin)
as 10ol88» Load Meass type L, H592U1
bs U3»750» GoF.s lo77
t: ol$8» PL Gage t,op - type SI , DU3238
pits; oOOU" bottom = type L, H80797
% areas 50 GoF : 2o0U
Unfairness; Pressure Gages Blackhawk Z-720
a; 1/32" Micrometers Starrett #U36 (1»)
bs fair Dial Indi.cators Ames 88
Concave up (1" 001") 5" extension
iioad Gage Top Bottom
indicator Pressure Gage Gage
^hisi/in) (psig) J^-in/ia) J^f-in/in)
0-12=0258 O-5-0898 0=8-1888
0300 170 O8I46 1897
0350 320 0775 1911
ouoc 500 0686 191*2
OU25 610 0635 1962
oU5o 710 0578 1991
ohl$ 800 C507 O-IO-OO36
0500 890 0U15 0098
0525 1000 0291 0192
o5$o 1090 007^ 0365
0575 1180 O=U~0L78 0826





Load Applied: 7 jacks
Center sling used
Solder set @ 3^0 psio


















Load fcieas: type L, H592U1
G.F.: 1.77
PL Gages; top-type SI, DU3238
bottom-type L, H80797
G.F.s 2.0U
Pressure Gage: Blackhawk Z-720
micrometers Starrett #h36 (l")
Dial Indicator: Ames 88
(1» @ .001") 5" extension
1 April 1955
Ship Structures Lab.
Bldg. Ul, M.I. To
Load Applied: 7 jacks
Center sling used
Solder set @ 280 psi.
Top gage: 10 meg.
ground
lioad Gage Top Bottom
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage
£#~in/in) (psig) j^-in/in) C^f-in/in)
0=12-087$ O-U-0573 0=10-1031
0950 210 0513 1030
1000 U00 OU55 1028 support removed
1050 580 0U07 1032
1075 680 0377 1038
1100 780 03U3 10U8
1125 880 0301 IO63 fair log
1150 970 0251 1092
1175 1060 OI83 1136
1P.00 1150 0078 1212
1225 12U0 0-3-0758 1U29






PL 70-1/3-1 Strain Indicators : ( Baldwin
)
7 April 1955
a: 10.188" Load Meass type L, H592U1 Ship Structures Lab.
bs 32 . 813" G„Fo : L77 Bldg;. kl, Mo I.I.
ts .161" PL Gages? top - type K, D58115 Load Applied: 5 jacks
pits; .003" bottom - type K, D58110 Soldetp set @ 300 psi.
jo area: 90 GoF.s 2oOU Load Cell Ed£re:
Unfairness 2 Pressure Gages Blackhawk Z-720 Sta 1 - 9" out
as fair Micrometer: Starrett #U36 (l") Sta. 2 - center
bs 1/16" Dial Indicator: Ames 88 Sta„ 3 - 9" in
Concave down (1« & , 001") 5" extension
Load Gage Top Bottom
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage Sta. 1 Sta, 2 Sta, 3
£#-in/in) (psig) Jtf-in/in) W-in/in) (in.) (in.) (in.)
0-12-0978 O-U-1518 0-5-0937 o379 *373 .U06
1050 280 XU85 1055 0I4I8 «»i|29 .U23
1150 650 13U1 1316
1200 QkO 1163 1557 .U80 «507 .ii90
1250 1020 082? 1991
1275 1130 0501 0-6-11*08 *ol*78 o52U o$2k
1300 1220 0-3-0912 0-7-1178
1325 1320 0-2-0275 0-9-1502 595 06U5 o595







PL 70^1/3-2 StrajLn Indicators; (Baldwin) 12 April 1955
as 10.188" Load Meas; type L, : £921+1 Ship Structures Lab.
bs 32.813" 13oF,s 1.77 Bldg 1+1, M0I0T0
t; .162" PL Gages; top-type K, D58115 Load Applied: $ jacks
pits: .002" bottom-type K, D58110 Solde r set @ 300 psi.
% areas 60. 13.F.: 2.01+ Load Cell Edge;
Unfairness: same Pressure Gages Blackhawk 2,-720 Sta. 1 - 9" out
as 1/32" Micrometer? Starrett #1+36 (1«) Stao 2 - center
bs 1/16" Dial Indicator; Ames 88 wT/Cl 3 - 9" in
Concave down (l" ©..001") 5" extension
Load Gage Top Bottom
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage Sta. 1 Stao 2 Sta, 3
(rt-in/in) (psig) <#~in/in) J^-in/in) (in.) (in.) (in.)
0~li+~1107 0-6-01+06 0-1+-0689 .260 .229 .262
1200 380 0506 Ol+l+l
1300 71+0 0809 0-3-0972 292 .263 .291*
1350 950 121U 01+20
1U00 1120 Q-7-12H7 0-1-0982 o393 .37U .380
lU2$ 1210 0-8-1120 0. 0-0712
lkh9 buckled upward - fair
1030 A-5-0813 B-1-06U2




PL 70-1/3-3 Strain Indicators: (Baldwin) 12 April 1955
a: 10,188" Load Meas: type L, H592U1 Ship Structures Lab.
b: 32.813" G .F.: 1-.77 Bldg . Ul, M. I.f.
t; .158" PL Gages i top-type K, D58115 Load Applied; 5 jacks
pits; .003" bottom-type K, D58110 Solde r set @ 300 psi.
% areas 60 G .F.: 2. OU Load cell Edgre:
Unfairness;
i
same Pressure Gage? Blackhawk Z-720 Sta, 1 - 9" out
a: 3/6U" Micrometer: Starrett #U36 (l u ) Sta. 2 - center
b: 1/8" Dial Indicator: Ames 88 Sta. 3 - 9" in
Concave dowr1 Ci" & .ooi«) 5" extension
Load Gage Top Bottom
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage Sta. 1 Sta. 2 Sta. 3
£y-in/in) (psig) Jtt-in/in) Uf in/in) (in .
)
(in.) (in.)
0~lU-1050 0-5-0637 0-5-0511 .291; .277 .261
1100 200 0696 O386
1200 580 0952 OC22 o3Ul .336 .311
1250 730 1173 O-U-07H8
1275 83O 11*03 tf6
1300 960 16U2 0200
1325 1030 0-6-1000 0-2-1781 039a »U07 .393
13U0 1100 1357 0-2-1372
1360 1190 1808 0818
137 1220 0-7-1261 0238
1390 1260 0-8-1568 0-0-0U25
11*00 1300 0-10-12U2 B-7-0U08






PL 70-1/3-L Strain Indicators s (Baldwin) 12 April 1955
as 10 o l88* Load leas: type L5 H592U1 Ship Structures Lab,,
b: 32o8l3M Go]P.: 1,77 Bldg;. Ul, Mo I. To
t: .158" PL Gages s top - type K, D58115 Load Applied: 5 jacks
pits; .003" bottom - type K, D58110 Solde r set @ 300 psi,
% areas 50 Go]E\; 2„0U Load Cell Edge:
Unfairne- Pressure Gages Blackhawk Z-720 Stao 1-9" out
a s fair Micrometers Starrett #u36 (l") Sta, 2 - center
b: 1/32" Dial Indicators Ames 88 Stao 3 - 9" in
Concave down (1» @ 1 .001") 5" extension
Load Gage Top Bottom
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage Sta a ', Sta. 2 Sta> 3
J&- in/in) (psig) fc/-in/in) C#-in/in) (in*) (in,) (in.)
0-lU-lOliO 0-6=066? O-U-1331 o22u ol76 .225
1100 220 0671 12U5
1200 600 0?52 1025 291 .234 o2?6
1250 800 08U6 0860
1300 990 1039 0581
1325 1080 1210 O36O
1350 1170 1U77 0-3-1031 o3U7 »353 <.3u7
1375 1260 19U7 OU58
1390 1300 0-8-OU66 0-1-1829
I4OO 13U0 1261 08U2
1U10 1350 O-9-1683 0-0-0017








PL 70-1/2-1 Strain Indicators: (Baldwin) U* April 1955
as IO0I88" Load Meass type l, H592lil Ship Structures Lab,
bs 21o875w G F n ; lo77 Bldg a 1*1, M.IoT.
t: .15V PL Gages s toj pe K. D58110 Load Applied: 3 jacks
pits; bottom-type K,, D58115 Solder set @ 300 psi.
T~o006"j B^ o002" GoF,: 2o0li Load Cell Edge:
% areas 50s 20 . Pressure Gage; Blackhawk Z-720 Sta, 1 - 6" out
Urfairne? same Micrometer; St-arrett #U36 (l M ) Sta 2 - center
as l/l6» Dial. Indicator; Ames 88 Sta, 3 - 6" in
bs 1/8". (1" @ oOOl") 5" 1 extension
Concave down
Lead Gage Top Bottom
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage Sta» 1 Sta. , Sta,
j^-in/in) (psig) fr-in/in) i^-in/in) (iUo) (in,) (in.)
O-lU-1121 0-6-0587 O-J1-I625 292 ,308 „27u
1200 310 058.- 1522
1300 700 06( 1362 »320 o330 „280
-350 900 0656 121*9
lUoc 1100 07 1116 »322 o355 o312
1U50 1290 0837 09U6
1500 11x80 0985 0732
1550 1670 1229 0iil8 o3U7 o390 o3U3
1575 1750 13U1 0278
1600 1850 1U72 0110
16 i960 I618 0-2-1930 o367 0I08 0363
161+0 2000 1735 1781
1650 2060 1822 1.669
1675 21U0 1978 II1I48
1690 2200 C-8-007- 1288
1700 2220 0215 1077
172.5 2330 QIaOO 07
17U0 2390 22 001*2
171*1 buckled upward., main bend near load cell
1088 0-6-08?
2





PL 7CW Strain Indicators; (Baldwin.) lli April 1955
as 10ol88» Load Meass type L H592U1 Ship Structures .Lab,,
bs 21„875" G ,F.« lo Bldg;. Ul, M c I.T
ts »1.5U M PL Gages
s
type K. D53110 Load Applied: 3 jacks
pi t 5 ! bottom-type K, D58115 Solde r set @ 300 psi.
T-.003";,B- o,006" G oF„; >\0L Load Cell Edge:
% areas 20 ^ UO Pressure Gages Blackhawk Z-720 S +.a„ 1 - 6" out
Unfairness? Micrometers Starred, #U36 (ln ) Sta„ 2 - center
as fair Dial Indicator; Ames 88 Sta. 3 - 6" in
bs 3/32" (1" @ .001") 5" extension
ive down
Load Gage I Bott om






0-»lb-1096 0-6-0276 0-6=0201 o27U .292 o257
1200 mo 17 " 0119
1300 810 i 0055 n 312 o3hk »305
H4OO 90 0068 0^1985




1600 ho 0110 i.660
1650 2120 0629 11 oh.19 o375
Ul$ 2220 09' 0755
16 2280 35-
1700 2310 1267
1 710 233Q ,82 029
*.
1
i*-^? ioo If- L07
[20 16< " ?ii9
175 2500 66 O8O0 0I4I7 ol" 0L30
17< 2510 1985 ourr
>80 0-j
buckled upward
















Strain Indi i: (Baldwin)
Load Meass type L, H5921+1
G.F.: I.??
PL Gages 1 top-type K, D58110
bottom-type K, D$8ll5
001*" G.F.: 2o0U
1*0 Pressure Gage: Blackhawk Z-720
Micrometer? Starrett #1*36 (l !<)
Dial Indicators Ames 88




Load Applied : 3 ja
Solder set 300 ps
Load Cell Edges
Sta. 1 - 6" c.





























































































PL 70-1 /2-k Strain Indica*'Drs? (Baldwin) ll* April
as 10.188" Load lieass type L, ! Ship Structures Lab.
bs 21.875" GoF.s 1.77 Bldg 1*1 3 M.I.T.
ts .15U" PL Gages 8 top-type K, B58110 Load Applied! 3 jacks
pits 8 bottom-type K, D£8ll5 Solder set @ 300 psi.
T-.003".? B-.005" G.F.s 2.01* Load Cell Edge:
% areas Pressure Gages Blackhawk Z-720 Sta. 1-6" out
kO. 3 (partial) Micrometer? Starrett #1*36 (l M ) Sta. 2 - center
Unfairness
s
Dial Indicator:1 Ames 88 Sta. 3 - 6" in
a j fair (1" @ .001") 5 W extension
bs 3/32"
concave dcwn
L?ad Gage Top Bottom
Indicator Pressure Gage Gage Sta» 1 Sta. 2 Sta, 3
J^-in/in) (psig) ^hin/ : j^-in/iii) <[in.) (in.) (in.)
0»lU-llll| 0-5-0682 0-3-1730 ,270 .288 272
1200 yx. 061+9 1671
1300 680 0589 16
11*00 1050 0537 151*6 .290 .315 .283
1500 11*10 01*98 11*1*8
1550 1600 01*95 1385
1600 180c 1532 1282 ,306 .31*1 .302
1650 2000 0689 1071
1675 2100 0897 0857
1700 2190 uc 061*2 »336 o375 .330
1725 2280 1388 0351
i~Uo 2310 62 0171
1750 2360 1671 0052
60 2380 17 : 0-1-1968
1770 21*10 0-6-0& 1850
1780 21*1*0 0939 17U2
90 2U80 1008 1652
1800 21*90 1079 1553
1810 2U80 lli*5 -^
-.820 2: - 1212 1335
1850 2600 1372 005
1875 2700 S88 031*2
^90 2700 0-7-11 O-O-O617








#2195 G u Fo - 1055
#22C1 GoF„ - IO64
Micrometers?
Starrett #u36 0-1", 2«-3"
Lead Applications
M I T„ #202 capacity 10,, 000 lbs.
Hemisphere head ~ ESA Laboratory
Special specimen frame - Structures Laboratory
1 July 19 5u
Gaucher and Rinehar 1.
Sp*eimen #1 1 - 2O550 1 ' ! w « Oo8U2« t = Ool875"
Load H #2201 H #2195 Load H #2201 H #2195




1»53 loU3 6620 0,25 C.34
£20 lo36 loUl loh9 1.53
1015 lo21 1.35 6?20 lol9 lo21
1565 io0?5 Ic2i4 6775 O086 O08O
1995 0,98 ids' 6835 Oo52 0oli05
2530 Oo85 l.Oti 68$ 0o26 0o03
3010 Co75 0.935 lo5l loU3
3U60 Co 65 0o82 6905 lo28 lo09
3980 Oo56 69 0.95 O06?
1*375 0o505 0.56 6950 0.58 0o3U
iifcuS 0ou5 GoU95 1.52 lo58
5100 Ooi^G C»3U 6980 lo03 1.16
SU.C Oo37 Go 23 6965 Co -OoOii
5900 0.33 OoOLl lo5U I0U6
loL 1oU9 7035 O063 0o5l





Specimen #2 1 - 2,550w * = 0.81+25" t - 0„187U n
H #2201 H #2:
-
H #2201 H #2195
Load Gage Gage Load Gage Gage
(lbs) Reading Reading (lbs) Reading Reading
1.U5 loSU 5580 Co18 0.295
155 lo39 1.53 5815 o.i5 0.265
290 1.3U 1.52 1..U3 lo
1.2$ 1.U3 5990 1.U05 1.305
1.12 1-325 6225 1.36 lo26
1720 1,00 1* 6825 0.71 O.36
230C 0.88 1.095 1.U25 lJ<
2755 0, 0.99 68: 0.6l O0U65
3270 O066 0.6*7 6960 0.19 -0.111
3720 0„56 Oo?65 lo38 io525
U260 o,U5 0o- 6985 0o 59 O067
kn$ 0o Oo' 7Qi4 Ooll o„.
o„:<o Ooj4 5 lo56 1.57
5170 Co?6 Co 39 7100 0„96 1.12
5380 0.22 7075 0.15 0.35
S£e #3 1 - 2.550" w =3 0o81x_ t ~ Ool87»
Load H #J H #219 c Load H #2201 H #2195
(lbs) Reading Reading (lbs) Reading Reading
C 1." loll loi;5 1.45
U85 loj- 52! lo39 1.36
1025 lo26 1.265 5U25 1.3b 1.315
lo 1.135 1.30 1.2
2055 lo'. lo C T 1.18
2635 0.95 0.8 60. 1.16 1.08
2995 39 0. 61 l.ill LOO
0c?7 0o i; 6365 1.12 0o91
3975 Oo 6L65 O089 O.63








#2195 GoF. m 10^5
#2201 GoF* « 1061*
Mir.r~meterss
Starred #1*36 0-1% 2 N-3"
Load Applications
M.I.T. #201 capacity 50,000 iDs .
Hemisphere head • ESA Laboratory
Special specimen frame = Structures Laboratory
28 April 1955
Gaucher and Reed
Specimen #1 1 = 2.552" w 0.850" r = 0.253"
Load H #2195 H #2201 Load H #2195 H #2201
(lbs) Gage Gage (lbs) Gage Gage
Reading Reading Reading Reading
lo06 1.51* 7570 1.55 1.10
1*70 1.10 1.35 8000 1.50 loOl
970 lo0? 1.21 8200 -0.23 0.92
1$00 1.01 1.12 8250 -0.30 0.83
1970 0„9i* lo0? 1.27 O083
21*30 0.85 0*9k 8320 0.99 0.86
2970 ., 0.85 8120 0.96 0.87
3570 Go' 0o' 83IO 0.80 0.87
398C 0o59 Oo" 8?20 0.72 0.89
hhhO 0. 82$0 0.37 0,89
5000 ,ia Co 8a 0.33 0.89
r
-.Y. Go 3k 0.72 8210 -0.07 0.87
6010 Go 23 0o" -0.25 0.87
6530 •12 067 1.10 37
lo60 c 8250 1.00 0.




Specimen #2 1 2,552" w * 0,850" t = 0,252"
Loi 3 H #2195 H #2201 Load H #2195 H #2201
(lbs) Reading Reading (lbs) Reading Reading
1*50 1,1? 5500 0,71 0,09
1*70 1,1*9 0,97 6020 C,62 0,00
1030 lo!*3 0,85 1,28 1,30
1600 1.35 C75 6U50 1,19 1,20
2C60 1»28 0.< 7130 1,05 1.06
2580 1.18 - 20 0,92 0.98
311x0 1,10 0.51 781*0 0,72 0.91
3510 1,05 0,1+1* 8130 0,50 0,86
391*0 0»97 0,39 8120 -O.10 0.79
Ui*oc 0,89 0,27 1.1*2 0,75
51U0 0,79 0,17 8050 0,52 0,7U
Sgecimen^J 1 a 2,552" w a 0„850» t a 0,2525"
Load H #2195 H #2201 Load H #2195 H #2201
(lbs) Reading Reading (lbs) Reading Reading
1,36 1,1*3 51*00 0,56 0,1+6
960 lo33 1.15 5930 0,1*7 0,39
1520 1.25 1,06 6U6O 0,35 0,29
20U0 I0I6 0,99 696O 0,2 3 0,22
2U80 1,07 0,91 71*50 0,13 0,15
3220 ,95 0.80 7870 0,02 0,08
J660 0,89 0,75 1,39 1.50
Uooo O.8I4 0o70 7700 1,!*0 1.52





Specimen #U 1 = 2,^2" w = 0.850" t = 0.253"
Load H #2195 H #2201 Load H #2195 H #2201
(lbs) Beading Reading (lbs) Reading Reading
lo5 loll loi|8 1.1*2
itfO lo30 Oo98 6600 lo37 lo30
9hO lo26 0o90 7010 lo28 lo23
l$$0 1.16 0.80 7^90 lolo i*i§
1990 lo09 Oo73 7970 1.08 lo07
2h30 loOO 0.65 82UO 0.99 loOO
3060 0»90 0.& 8310 0.61* Oo99
&60 0,86 0.1>8 81*00 00)46 Oo97
U030 0.76 0o3& 8)400 -0o30 Oo 96
U$20 Oo63 Oo29 1.U0 O086
1*980 0,61 0.21 3500 0.70 0.8$
5llU0 Oo53 0oI2 8550 0o20 0.81*
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